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White Student Union Proposed At Towson University By
Matthew Heimbach Sparks Controversy
Posted: 10/10/2012 11:44 am Updated: 10/11/2012 2:20 pm

A Towson University student has proposed a campus White Student Union, leaving administrators and the student government walking a fine line
between students' First Amendment rights and avoiding what many are calling outright racism at the Maryland university.
"Every ethnic group has its own advocacy group but white students don't," Matthew Heimbach, a senior studying U.S. history at Towson, told The
Huffington Post.
Tensions were further inflamed last week when the group brought Jared Taylor to campus. Taylor is described by the Southern Poverty Law Center
as a "white nationalist" who has argued black hate crimes against whites exponentially outnumber white-on-black hate crimes. Taylor came to offer
support for the proposed White Student Union, claiming it "a spectacular double standard that only whites are singled out and told they can't have a
race-based organization."
In his presentation at Towson, Taylor reportedly explained why diversity is a problem, citing examples like race riots in prisons.
Heimbach is no stranger to controversy. He led a campus chapter of Youth for Western Civilization, an anti-multiculturalism right-wing group which
lost its recognition by the Towson student government last spring when its faculty adviser resigned. Members of the YWC were accused of chalking
"White Pride" around campus.
Heimbach said he thought forming the White Student Union would have broader appeal after the YWC fallout. He insisted the people who are most
vocal in their opposition to a White Student Union are the same as those who hated the YWC and aren't fans of college Republicans.
"Any time there's a group with conservative principles and white students standing up for themselves, it's a battle cry for radical leftists on campus,"
Heimbach said. "There's nothing I could do or say … to try and get these people on the same page as us."
Many of the students who spoke to HuffPost compared this White Student Union to that now-disbanded Towson chapter of YWC.
"The rhetoric used to justify the YWC and now the White Student Union is just a means to legitimate open hate speech on the grounds of embracing
the right to free speech," said Raul Ceballos, a 22-year-old junior at Towson.
Glenn Daniels Jr., who graduated from Towson last year, said the White Student Union would be the exact same thing at the YWC, and he isn't
wasn't sure why the university is giving Heimbach a chance to form another group. Daniels said many students don't feel comfortable with a group
like this on campus.
"I have full confidence that the president is taking the right steps [but] I'm disappointed in the Student Government Association," Daniels said. He
hopes the SGA denies Heimbach's request to be an official Towson student group.
Brandy N. Hall, president of the Towson SGA, told HuffPost it remains an "unbiased party" and hasn't received paperwork from Heimbach yet. So for
now, "SGA has no opinion."
So far, 1,128 people have signed a petition calling for Towson President Maravene Loeschke to denounce the White Student Union.
Victor Collins, assistant vice president of student affairs for diversity at Towson, insisted in a recent interview with HuffPost Live that it will not allow
racist groups on their campus.
"The organization has the right to exist as long as they follow all the rights and regulations; we cannot stop a group from forming an organization,"
Collins said. "No student organization on our campus can in fact restrict by race membership. The black student union has white members."
Many also questioned why a student would feel the need to form a White Student Union, given that the school is predominately Caucasian. English
professor Lena Ampadu Ph.D., has taught at Towson for three decades and said the majority of the campus has always been white. Currently, 68
percent of Towson's student population is white.

"If people would want to start a white student union at an HBCU (Historically Black College & University), it would make more sense," Collins said.
Heimbach said there are many issues his group would address. He said he knows white female students who feel they're not protected on campus
and white students who have been reluctant to file bias reports. Heimbach said he has more than a dozen students interested in joining his group.
If they're approved by the SGA, they'll bring in speakers, discuss affirmative action and "stop talking about white identity as something that's
negative," Heimbach said. He also hopes to launch "an awareness campaign about the rising black on white crime, especially in the Baltimore area."
He also recently announced his group would perform night patrols and potentially make "citizen's arrests."
Critics point out Americans of European descent generally considered today as white -- such as Italians, Germans and Slavs -- were once regarded
as minorities.
But Heimbach said he wishes people would "stop insulting white students for simply trying to stand up for who they are."
Ceballos doesn't think Heimbach gets it. "The nature of minority student groups on campus has always been an avenue for self-expression,
empowerment, solidarity and social engagement in a predominantly white institution," Ceballos said, with that institution being the college campus.
"Heimbach’s assertions that there is some sort of bias against white people at Towson is ignoring the sheer fact of the cultural hegemony that
encircles college campuses nationwide," Ceballos added. "Minority under representation, whether intentional or incidental, is a very real phenomenon
within our country."

Quick Poll
Should Towson University allow a White Student Union to form on campus?
i Yes, why not?
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i Unfortunately yes. Sometimes free speech and freedom to assemble is uncomfortable.
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i No! This is racism.
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i I'm not sure.
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Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes
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04:06 AM on 10/22/2012
So hold on..if race-based organizations' underlying reason for existence is to preach ethnic pride of one group to the detriment of
another, as some of the numbskulls at Townson are suggesting, then race-based organizations should be outlawed. For one,
because their names alone imply that cross-ethnic membership is not an underlying goal.
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CognitoErgoSum
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Since White people are the most dominant demographic at Towson, what would they need advocacy for? Also, the claim that the
organization would be useful because, "He said he knows white female students who feel they're not protected on campus..." is a
dogwhistle saying that either White female students are being preyed upon by students of color on campus or that the protection
of female students who are White is a bigger concern than the protection of females of color.
It's weird when a group whose culture is considered the default is completely oblivious to their own hegemony and without
constant validation, feels threatened.
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For one, no culture is considered "default" in America, not by a long shot. Anyone who has traveled extensively and lived
in various places around the country can tell you as much. Your argument starts from the point of ethnic bias and is
therefore faulty.
America is founded on principles which apply equally to all people and that means that all people, regardless of race,
should be allowed equal opportunity of endeavor. If you start to limit their freedom in doing so because of their race (in
this case white) then you are being by definition: racist.
No amount of Latin fluff is going to change that.
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While America may be founded on principles of equality, they have not always applied to anyone; otherwise
there would not have been any need for the amendment outside of the Bill of Rights.
And yes, there actually is a default culture, when you look at the ongoing civil rights struggles groups outside that
default culture face; Jim Crow, the War on Women, racial profiling, etc. All those things face opposition by a
common element; an element that has burned crosses on people's lawns, an element that has gathered signatures
to put same-sex marriage on ballots as referenda, an element who feels that unless their cultural dominance
receives constant validation, they meltdown and accuse the rest of us of prosecuting "wars" on things like
Christmas, Christianity, "traditional" marriage, etc.
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Wow... As a alumni I am shocked that this is happening at my school... As a human being I am disgusted by the comments
below... The comments have moved from a healthy discussion on the right to form "support groups" based on race or heritage too
an all out example of our lack of a decent social studies education in our country...the ignorance is shocking and disappointing...
Our country is not a homeland for just one race it is a home for all races and that is what makes us great... we will always divide
ourselves up and relate more to those with similar background and heritage but it is important we respect each other.... We maybe
different in our heritage but we have a common thread we are all American and no one is more American then another
American... Once you are a citizen this is your homeland... Group that support and assist people should always be allowed...
Groups that preach division and hate should not... Period...
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Well folks, I hate to tell you. But now that we know what the Liberal agenda is now that we know that Universitie are being
allowed to teach that White people are devils, that people of color cannot be racist and all of this other crap. Its time for White's
to stand and organize, to STOP the ignorance that we've olet go for far to long without a response. I am in my 50's and I've lived

and worked with blacks most of my life. I can pretty much guarantee that white people over the last forty years have had more
racial inequallity and racially attacked much more then any other group. It is time for that to stop. I'm not saying this group should
be nothing more then organizing for the rights of white people.
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Needless to say, what have black people done to contribute to the world? You probably do not know because Western
Civilization gives no credit to anyone but themselves like white supremacist groups.
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This is complete double standard... If you can agree with a black student union, then, all things equal, you can agree with a white
one. If not you are racist.
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You missed the point. The point is blacks and other minorities actually worked and struggled to form student
organizations. Study history yourself and do not look into books that were made by white men
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Read history yourself chief. Every race has struggled. Every race has been enslaved. It all depends where in the
world you look, and how far back you go in history. The only way to move past issues of race is to turn a blind
eye to color. Honestly, I oppose all race based distinctions in the favor of one human race. In my view there can
be no white club, black club, Hispanic club, etc... Any time a distinction is made by race racism is occurring by
definition.
Back to my first point. It is both true, and valid.
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What dies that have to do with anything? What does working and struggling to form a group have to do with
anything as far as having a White Group?
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There are legitimate issues that white people must deal with, different from every other group. Having a forum to discuss these is a
great idea. Unfortunately anyone who expresses interest in "white" rights is instantly labeled a racist, a supremacist, or a Klan
member.
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He is a racist though, that is the difference. If he did not involve himself in racially insensitive activities people would be
okay with it. He unfortunately is discriminate against diversity...
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There are many black only organizations such as "Miss Black America" "BET" etc and you never hear a peep out of white people
complaining.
The sensitivity of blacks against a white only organization is understandable vis a vis the connection of a history of racism against
blacks.
There are already many white only fraternities and soroties and many black only fraternities and sororties. I suggest they leave well
enough alone and if you want a homoginized group of people do it quietly and not for the obvious reason for some cheap
publicity.
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A White Student Union is the premier opportunity to amplify what's wrong with higher education in America. Pointless
establishments wasting school funds. Like nonprofits, student organizations should address serious problems. Not to mention, that
Free Speech is limited. Always has been. Maybe Townson needs an organization for that. At least, it's an issue.
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Really? What about when a black organization like the Black panthers openly say racial things and no one says anything?
why the double standard? I am tire of liberals (and guess what, I am hispanic) wanting to put another group based on the
actions of previous generations. If your parents were to commit a crime, should you be responsible? They have as much
of a right as any asian, hispanic, black, latino, etc club has a right to form. Yes, we are all human but we are also different,
each with our own inculcated values and socio-psychological norms that influence our primal instincts from the days many
humans only traveled in small groups; the feeling to not want to integrate or mix with individuals that seem completely

different is normal. You say freedom of speech is limited, then who limits Jesse Jackson's racial speeches? Why is okay
for some minorities to say what they want? Again, I am hispanic, born in El Salvador, but I am not a hypocritical liberal
who only sees the other extreme, without seeing my own. Double standards are what is wrong in today's educational
system, as they influence how history, and various humanities are taught. You are right, though. The issue here is freedom
of speech and whether or not it should be noted that if is all or nothing.
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Why does the White Student Union's argument address Black organizations? Why the targeting? Frankly, I see a
need for a Black Student Union on college campuses because there are many problems in their community to
address: namely how when Black students graduate they're likely to make hundreds of thousands less than most
other Americans. This is bad for everyone, from what I've learned. I chartered an organization when I was in
college, it's generally an intensive review process. Many organizations don't make the cut. Saying you want to
start one because there's another one like it isn't a mission statement. Townson is an institution that cannot allow
students to go around saying whatever they want seemingly just to make a point.
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White Student Unions and the like are the premier opportunity to amplify what's wrong with American higher education. More
purposeless crap wasting funds. Look, all student groups should serve some purpose at facing an problem. They're like
nonprofits. Even chess clubs face the problem of getting better at chess. This WSU crap is pointless. Minority student unions deal
with not only racism, but promoting art, culture, etc where it's not readily accessible, at Super-American U. These losers need to
stop trying to make a point. Especially, when making a point is at the expense school funds, which has already happened with the
poor folks who had to review their charter.
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How can a Black Student Union = GOOD and a White Student Union = BAD ???
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White Student Union= WHO CARES ? There are many all white frats and sororities on campuses all across the country
and I'm sure they are much cooler and popular that the proposed white union.
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The school is nearly 70% White. What's the point?
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How about that it has become culturally acceptable to demonize the white population, making them feel bad for
events they should not be responsible for. I am a hispanic individual, so I am not affected by this. Why should
today's student be made to feel responsible for slavery, colonization, imperialism etc. First, if your parents
committed a murder and you were innocent, should you go to jail? No. Why, because their actions were
independent of yours. Second, the events that occurred in history need to be in the context and views of the day,
not from those of the present. Second, in many educational institutions, students are taught that the big bad world
powers took land away heartlessly and killed the natives. Though it is true to some extent, let us not forget that
without such actions there would be no USA or hispanic community. As I hispanic, I am the byproduct of
intermixing and colonization. Without colonization or imperialism many of us would not be born as different
circumstances might have dictated different lives for our parents. I do not support present day imperialism, but I
do not vehemently oppose imperialism and colonization from the past. We are our past. I feel many of my black
and latino colleagues play the race card too much, as if wanting to use it for a simple excuse of why they are
where they are. No one says anything about Jesse Jackson's or Black Panther's hate. Why the double standard?
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These types of things always have a good base argument, namely that white people have a social barrier that prevents them from
gathering and organizing to promote their own needs. While that is true, they always taint their point of view by talking about
stupid crap like radical leftists, prison riots, anti multiculturalism, and the dangers of diversity.
Just state your case, don't say clearly racist stuff in your group, and the stigma may fade one day. Until then, these groups will
rightly be viewed as racist.
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Thank You.
This kid is all over the place and just won't state that he is a racist. He constantly reverts to comparing blacks and whites
when blacks only makeup THIRTEEN percent of the population.
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i say yes or this reason. I believe people of Caucasian decent have the right to be proud of who they are and express it just like
any other ethnic group. While I am against any racism or racists crimes, I don't believe that to be an excuse to deny them this
opportunity to express their heritage.
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I think the organization is a good idea, because it's best to leave snakes with their rattle so you can identify who and where they
are.
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This whole, whiny "whites as victims" narrative is just gonna get louder and louder as America gets more and more brown. I might
have to move south of the border to get away from the whining.
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It would actually be helpful for the rest of the student body to have such a group, so that they could have valuable information on
knowing who not to date/associate with.
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If it wasn't clearly implied, what I mean is that the non-"white pride" student would know how to avoid the bigots.
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Just voted in the poll, and was very disappointed to see that the largest number of votes so far have gone to "Yes, why not?"
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This issue will become more common as the demographics of the country change.
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Since demographics are changing, then why is wrong for them to have their own club. I am hispanic part of a hispanic
leadership club; yet, I see no reason why many clubs are allow to form along the lines or race and ethnicity and they can't.
Double standards anyone?
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First of all where did I say it was wrong? Second it strange to see a white person feeling and acting like a
minority. How do you like the change? Are you frightened? Do you feel pressure? Do you feel you might be
abused. DO YOU FEEL LIKE YOU ARE BEING WATCHED??? That is all to bad! If you treated people
equally and fair as a people, just maybe the fear might not be taking over your life?
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I must say that when segregation was declared unconstitutional, I thought nothing was to be declared open to only one race. That
is why I was disappointed in the formation of a Black Miss America. The White Miss America was opened to all races, in fact a
very pretty black girl, Vanessa Williams, won it. So if we are going to forget about the law, let everyone form any segregated
organization they want to.
dynamite1: I must say that when segregation was declared unconstitutional, I
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Pay attention all you so-called "Latino Voices"; Epecially Los Cubanos in Florida. These are the ones El Rubio supports. He
needs to know this part of his constituency and so do you. Get him to switch parties for the sake of your culture.
Tresmilanos: Pay attention all you so-called "Latino Voices"; Epecially Los Cubanos
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I like people like you who believes that you are tolerant individual with no hate. Yet, as I a hispanic I see right through
you. You are no different than harry Reid who stupidly said that he could not believe that hispanics could be republicans.
People like you think that those of us who think differently, are educated, and think for ourselves are dumb. Let me tell
you something, in grouping us together on the basis of common issues like illegal immigration, you are being more racist. I
see that you call yourself mexican-american, why not be american with mexican heritage? in labeling people, you create
division. Yo veo cuantas veces personas como tu han jusgado personas como yo como si fueramos traidores. What
separates people like me from you, is that people like me are okay with individuals who think differently and are on the

other spectrum of things.
dracojagged: I like people like you who believes that you are
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Draco: Your self-hate will enslave you and your family forever. Be kind to yourself and truly love who you are. I
noticed that you left out any mention of your culture of origin--unless of course, you are from "Hispania". As a
U.S. Army veteran, you cannot doubt my allegiance to this country, or my sixty plus primos who have served in
every branch of service. Sell your self-loathing somewhere else. Obama/Biden 2012
Tresmilanos: Draco: Your self-hate will enslave you and your family forever.
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How about a multi-cultural student union made up of every culture in the U.S. Their goal would be to promote multi-cultural
competency and multi-cultural unity.
Tresmilanos: How about a multi-cultural student union made up of every
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How about a country other than a primarily white country practice multiculturalism, we dont want to be minorities in the
countries of our forefathers.
Bill_Bradleys: How about a country other than a primarily white country
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What does this have to do with England/Germany? This is America . . .E PLURIBUS UNUM. We all built this-man by man. You are no Whig--remove that bio-pic! You are no Thomas Jefferson . . .my friend.
Tresmilanos: What does this have to do with England/Germany? This is
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(to Bill Bradleys) How do you think the Native Americans feel?
barbara_jay: (to Bill Bradleys) How do you think the Native Americans
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I'm sure such a thing already exists.
But in the end, even though I would never have joined a White Student Union, I can see this guy's point -- if there can be
student unions for other races, then why is it so controversial for white students to have one, too?
PirateJohn: I'm sure such a thing already exists. But in the
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At this point in American history I think it's high time all race based organizations were disbanded. That said, you really don't have
any grounds to deny a white student union when other racial groups are allowed catch all organizations.
Mark5301: At this point in American history I think it's high
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This is just purely academic speculation -- but at what point would such a group be acceptable? With whites becoming smaller
and smaller in the overall population, is there some tipping point where this would be okay? I mean this guy sounds like a jerk, but
on its face there's nothing intrinsically wrong with the idea.
Also ....If the group were "Italian Americans" or "German Americans" or "Polish Americans" nobody would bat an eye. But by
being some caucasian catch-all conglomerate, people are offended. My initial reaction was "ewwwwww" -- but why is that?
mlambush: This is just purely academic speculation -- but at what
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Then why does he have to bring in a known racist to argue on his behalf?
A person known for saying WHITE MEN ARE MISTREATED IN AMERICA.
Suppose another ethnic group were to bring in someone who wanted to GET RID OF ALL WHITE PEOPLE,to set up
a student group,would that be OKAY WITH YOU.
Everything around campus is 98% white and,white owned.
YET HE FEELS DEVALUED? This is just another attack on someone elses freedoms and,endorsed by the likes of
hannity and,limbaugh and,the folks at FOX,who actually run the republican party.
bennett_franklin: Then why does he have to bring in a known
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"Then why does he have to bring in a known racist to argue on his behalf?"
If someone makes a good point, then does it really matter who the person is who says it? After all, logic exists
independent of the person using it.
PirateJohn: "Then why does he have to bring in a known
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Not really what I was asking, but I appreciate your exuberance.
mlambush: Not really what I was asking, but I appreciate your
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Long over due, about time. Finally white americans might be getting out of this , guilty of being white mentality that has been thrust
upon us. I proud of my heritage and tired of being blamed for others problems. All you others who like to play the race game. To
be quite honest are just as bigoted and hateful as you think whites are. You hate hearing that don't you. But it is true.
richodg5: Long over due, about time. Finally white americans might be
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I'm surprised you're posting here and not picking up your sheets from the cleaners.
Kriol_Kidd: I'm surprised you're posting here and not picking up your
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Whatever pal......I know you are a bigot and judge peopl and act pretty much like evry person on the
planet.....Think what you want , but i and you know it's true.
richodg5: Whatever pal......I know you are a bigot and judge peopl
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Dear Matthew: I know you're young, but hopefully your education will cure you of your astounding ignorance. So far, though, it
seems to be failing you miserably. (You might want to ask for a refund. Just a thought.)
jacquiwrites: Dear Matthew: I know you're young, but hopefully your education
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White people are ignorant if they want to talk about their rights in the countries their forefathers founded? Do you think its
right that white countries and only white countries are being forced to take in millions of non-white immigrants in the name
of diversity and becoming minorities in their lands when NOT ONE OF THEM EVER GOT A CHANCE TO VOTE
ON THIS POLICY. I dont remember anyone ever asking European Americans if they agreed with our current
immigration policy, until 1965 the immigration policy was designed to keep the United States primarily of white European
descent. Since when have we ever consented to becoming minorities to Mexicans, Hatians, Cubans, Guatemalans,
Africans etc? There has never been a vote on this policy, this is thievery and we won't stand for it anymore.
Bill_Bradleys: White people are ignorant if they want to talk about
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I don't remember the Pilgrims asking Native Americans if it was okay to displace their people and effectively kill
their cultures, of which there were dozens. White people in the United States are not disenfranchised or in need a
"group" to protect and guard their rights. Besides, the United States was founded as a refuge for immigrants—
"Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of your
teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door!" With those
words affixed to the Statue of Liberty, we—the nation—consented, and we're better for it.
jacquiwrites: I don't remember the Pilgrims asking Native Americans if it
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Colleges are practically all white to begin with. Who would be apart of this "white union", the entire school????? Black, asian,
latino, native american student unions are meant for minorities, because there are less of them.
Seriously, when has "white pride" been associated with anything but racism, violence, and hatred? NEVER in the history of
humanity :)
Oahu_dutchess: Colleges are practically all white to begin with. Who would
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I don't know what the f---k school you went to. In my college Whites only made up 25 percent of the student population.
richodg5: I don't know what the f---k school you went to.
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What school is only 25% white? Was it a school in Arizona or New Mexico?? Having a white student union in a
white school doesn't make sense!
Oahu_dutchess: What school is only 25% white? Was it a school
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I believe that's possible (historically black colleges, local commuter colleges in areas in which a minority group is
actually the majority of the population). Which college did you attend?
barbara_jay: I believe that's possible (historically black colleges, local commuter colleges
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Clearly you've never been to UCLA ;)
mlambush: Clearly you've never been to UCLA ;)
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She hasn't been to UCB or UCSD or UCR or UCD or CSULB or CSUSD or CSULA, etc. etc. etc. either.
Oahu Dutchess, just because you believe something does not make it true. None of the above listed schools have
a white majority. You need to get your head out of the sand. This is not the 1950's.
pjt2352: She hasn't been to UCB or UCSD or UCR or
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If hasn't been said or this present generation is ignorant or unwilling to acknowledge, let me reiterate that historically, the privileged
advocacy group for white people has always been the institution more commonly known as THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.
Ron_Andre: If hasn't been said or this present generation is ignorant
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No thanks, the United States of America was established by whites, whites were 90% of the population in 1965 and have
always been the majority population here, of course our people has controlled most of the resources of the nation. FACT.
Bill_Bradleys: No thanks, the United States of America was established by
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Why is it gender is never accused of being a social construct?
SJ_27: Why is it gender is never accused of being a
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Because it isn't.
Chazzam: Because it isn't.
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Race is not a social construct. That is all.
SJ_27: Race is not a social construct. That is all.
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Gente, not all White Americans are like the agitators below. IMO left and center Democrats are tolerant and encourage diversity.
Republicans, as you can see, are fearful, totally unpredictable, and dishonest.
Tresmilanos: Gente, not all White Americans are like the agitators below.
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Your honest Opinion? You have an illogical argument stating your view. But that being said. How is it that a Black
College can deny people of other colors equal access and not be called racist? How can a Cable Company not be called
racist when they promote Black culture? But if a white company does the same thing they are racist? So with your deep

thinking and intelligence answer that so the world can see that your honest opinion is just that of typical liberals who can
only say things they know nothing about.
stoptoleratingstupidity: Your honest Opinion? You have an illogical argument stating your
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Sts:Thanks for validating my statement. I could not have asked for a better example. You can remove your foot
from your mouth now. That can't be comfortable! OBAMA/BIDEN 2012
Tresmilanos: Sts:Thanks for validating my statement. I could not have asked
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Liberals are tolerant of everybody. As long as you are not white. It is whites who are told we must tolerate and accept
diversity and the demise of our homelands, while promoting the special interests of all other 'diverse' groups. (The whole
premise of the overuse of the word diversity is to marginalize whites and to make the claim white people are not diverse
as a group)
SJ_27: Liberals are tolerant of everybody. As long as you are
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what and where are these "white homelands" that you speak of ? Norway? Sweden? Finland? Iceland? Where ?
Sursum_ad_summum: what and where are these "white homelands" that you speak
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106 Fans
11:25 PM on 10/12/2012
I'm not sure that a white student union is a problem. What I see as a problem is a white student union that has white supremacists
coming in to support them. I'd have the same problem if there were a Muslim student union that had the Taliban coming in to
support them.
So, it would appear to me that this particular white student union (should it move forward and actually form) would be less
interested in western culture than it would be in promoting racism.
There's no nice way to put it. It appears to be a front for white racists. We have enough problems in this country, do we really
need to add this to them?
island_fever1: I'm not sure that a white student union is a
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Don't have a problem with it if other colors are allowed to join; otherwise, it sounds like a separatist group.
everettmaultsby: Don't have a problem with it if other colors are
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As so-called border patrol "agents" murder un-armed Mexican children as they climb the fence to "go back" to Mexico? Vote to
keep these MFs out of office forever!
Tresmilanos: As so-called border patrol "agents" murder un-armed Mexican children as
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Again you are trying to bring race into an argument that you have created yourself. You have shown you are the racist.
Border patrol agents DEFENDING the Sovereignty of this country being pelted with rocks by people, being shot at and
killed. Illegal people in this country demanding things when they have no legal standing here. Preach your hatred and la
raza crap somewhere else. Your country sold California but you deny it and now you want it back. Your illegal friends
have been raping and destroying America for too long. Not all illegal aliens coming into America are criminals but Mexico
is helping the criminals by giving them a hand in how to reach America illegally. If you hate America so much then one
word, MOVE
stoptoleratingstupidity: Again you are trying to bring race into an argument
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Well we all know you support illegal immigration. Do you pay any taxes? Or do you leave that to the white people who
pay a whopping 98% of that burden, largely because of your amigos are bankrupting entire states like California and
Nevada. We will soon be like vibrant Mexico, in fact much of Southern Ca. already is. Why do people think we can fill a
first-world country such as the US with third-worlders and not become just that...another Mexico, or Guatemala.
SJ_27: Well we all know you support illegal immigration. Do you
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STS2: Think of your stupid statement every time you eat. They are the ones who feed this country, and have
been doing so for the past century. Go get a job. Migrate if you need to. You won't have to compete with these
guys--because you can't do the things they do to begin with.
Tresmilanos: STS2: Think of your stupid statement every time you eat.
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"No student organization on our campus can in fact restrict by race membership. The black student union has white members."
Well, that's a simple solution then. The group forms, then other members of the campus community join until the white separatists
are a minority in the own little club. Then maybe they will have grounds to claim their hatred, um, I mean, views are being
repressed.
yumitori: "No student organization on our campus can in fact restrict
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Reporter to Bolshevik Jew Lazar Kaganovich: "Sir what happened to those 10 million Ukrainians that were starved to death?"
Kaganovich: "What Ukrainians? We are only comrades! Ukraine is a bourgeoisie social construct! Only fascists and
counterrevolutionaries say the Ukrainian exists! But I know of no Ukraine, I only know of either 'comrades' or 'Soviets.' All
comrades bleed red as far as I know; but if you are counterrevolutionary, then you don't exist and we send you to Gulag."
JoeMcCarthy31: Reporter to Bolshevik Jew Lazar Kaganovich: "Sir what happened to
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What does "Jew" have to do with this? Do you think the non-Jewish Bolsheviks would have answered any differently?
barbara_jay: What does "Jew" have to do with this? Do you
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wakeboardwonder
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White kids like Heimbach are demonized by blacks (and sometimes other races) on the basis of a history they had absolutely zero
part of.
As a fair, blue-eyed girl, I was picked on constantly growing up. Fish eyes, Casper, Inbred, Cracker... the names went on for
days. If I compained to the school, it was considered bullying. No one ever considered what happened to me and many others
racist. It was never addressed.
Pick on a person for no reason and eventually they will learn to fight back. Expect to see more of this.
wakeboardwonder: White kids like Heimbach are demonized by blacks (and sometimes
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Expect to see more of what, exactly?
Eccentricism: Expect to see more of what, exactly?
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White people organized.
JoeMcCarthy31: White people organized.
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White people standing up for themselves when they fall victim to racism.
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its clear he is going to use it to recruit people to join him in his racist views. i say let them form the club, and make sure every
black person on campus joins. its within the rules for them to form the group, and its within the rules that they not allow restrictions
to their ranks based on race. this being the case i think having every black person on campus joining would at the very least keep
them honest.
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You would never dare suggest that all white people join these minority groups, right? You just assume their intentions are
just and honest, and assume the white people have bad intentions. Sickening.
SJ_27: You would never dare suggest that all white people join
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i would love it if more white people joined minority clubs, it would be a grand opportunity to educate them and
open their eyes. the more white people that know how the system works against minorities the better. and im not
assuming, im reading, maybe you should do the same? surely your mommy is around to help you sound out the
words if you get stuck.
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You made the assumptions about people's intentions. Try not to be so puny.
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I agree, and while we're at it, I suggest that every White student on campus join the Black Student Union. I suggest they
join this group, run for office, and then we'll see what democracy is really about.
CDAH: I agree, and while we're at it, I suggest that
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How about that instead of a "White Student Union" those students start up an European Heritage Union? I've seen clubs for
students of Italian, Scottish, French, Norwegian, Russian, etc. descent. There is nothing wrong with celebrating your roots. Seems
that many White Americans disregard their ancestral past, which I think is very important. I have friends that still have family in
Europe and they have a connection with those family members. What I have found is that they tend to be more open to other
groups, because they don't feel their identity is threatened. Their cultural identity is deeply rooted. I don't feel the same about the
term "White".
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Black organisations would have to follow the same format.
Black Americans are not a homogeneous group.
Their ancestors came from a number of different tribes in what would be different countries in west Africa today, plus they
used to speak a range of different languages.
The issue is further complicated for what is considered "black" for many in the USA is actually Mulatto, Mixed Race or
Coloured in other societies.
Black Americans are thus English speakers of west African decent who have assimilated and adopted white western
culture.
They have become divorced from their ethnic roots, cultures and traditions whereas whites have maintained theirs in the
new nation they created - the USA.
Majuba: Black organisations would have to follow the same format. Black
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I have a feeling that many people of African decent would love to have some connection to the 'Mother Land'.
Yeah, you can say that many African-Americans can say that they may have come from one of many nations off
the West Coast of Africa, but there is something about being trapped like an animal and brought over on a slave
ship under harrowing conditions. Plus, they didn't have passports to stamp. Also there are few records, because
those brought over were considered cattle. Few church records, too. Don't forget that many of the ancestors may
be of mixed race because the female slave's owner would use them at his leisure and considered their off-spring
additional workers/property. Also, last names mean nothing, since the name would change according to the slave
owners. This is why those of African descent tend to be grouped under the term "Black". Now there are people
like Obama whose father was from Africa. He still has family there and can say "I'm a person of English and
Kenyan decent". Few African-Americans can make a claim like that.
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Let them have their White Student Union: at least those students will be identified and in the open.
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Racisim will exist until people realize the only race that counts is the human race
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The liberal media is trying to brainwash white people into accepting this absurd notion.
Fortunately race realists are not that dumb.
They do not subscribe to:
"There is no such thing as race. Race is a human construct"
They are proud of what they are and respect the rights of others to be proud of what they are.
We can learn from the animal kingdom - dogs for example
Who is foolish enough to believe what they can see with their own eyes that dogs are supposedly all the same - e.g. a
Dachshund is identical in every way to a St Bernard?
Likewise a fair skinned, blonde haired, blue eyed Swede is totally different from a black Australian Aboriginal.
Majuba: The liberal media is trying to brainwash white people into
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Here we go with the "liberal media" again. Race is a human construct. That's what it is. There are other countries
that do not participate in the constructs we've established in the United States. Brazil is a prime example. They
find our racial categorization to be extremely odd. While we recognize that people have different appearances,
the categorization is up to us.
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The only race that counts is the Hominid Race. Be we humans, chimps, gorillas etc..., we are all members of the same
Hominid Race. Humans and Chimpanzees share 97% of the same DNA. There are more variations among humans and

among chimps than there are between humans and chimps.
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Are Whites the only race celebrating diversity as they become minorities in their own societies?
No other race would celebrate diversity if they were becoming a minority in their own society.
Why are Whites celebrating their own ethnic cleansing? (Paying taxes to allow their own society to become flooded with nonWhites is a form of self-cleansing). Hitler cleansed other races, but White Liberals are helping their OWN RACE become a
minority!
The financial burden of non-White immigration, AND constant wars, PLUS feminism is causing Whites to have less kids.
Whites are paying to become a minority in a country founded and built by Whites. This must be a sickness.
Why are Whites allowing themselves to become minorities in their own societies?
Are non-Whites are taking advantage of Whites weakness of being too generous?
Non-Whites have a strong racial consciousness. They put their own racial interests first. White Liberals don't. White Liberals hate
on White Conservatives, but other races stick together. Have White Liberals lost their racial consciousness?
Asia for Asians. Africa for Africans. White countries for everyone?
Will the USA still be a first world country when Whites become a minority?
shuai_ge: Are Whites the only race celebrating diversity as they become
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The whites you speak of may have built this country but it was not their to begin with. The whites you speak of are
actually Europeans who invaded this country, stole it from the rightful people who were here already... Native Americans
and those Europeans murdered most of them off. So whites are not the lords of this land... no matter what you spew!!!
Alexis_Elizabeth_Drob: The whites you speak of may have built this country
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The Kennewick Man speaks otherwise of who discovered this land first. Also, your argument doesn't include all
European countries being flooded with millions of non-white immigrants by the year.
White genocide is happening according the UN definition. Right now we are in stage 3. Dehumanization.

Demonzing whites, marginalizing their accomplishments, undermining their solidarity and heritage, denying their
right to form as a group or have a homeland.
SJ_27: The Kennewick Man speaks otherwise of who discovered this land
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"and those Europeans murdered most of them off."
Can you provide some comparative statistics to support your claim?
In as you say the USA does not belong to the whites/Europeans it certainly does not belong to the black
Americans either. History tells us they were brought to the USA by the white man.
If as you say the white colonists / settlers / immigrants were so brutal and evil, why is it that black Africans are
trying to get into the countries that they have created - The USA, Canada, all the countries of Europe, South
Africa and Australia?
If you go back in history far enough you will probably find that the First Nations / North American Indians are not
the original inhabitants of the continent either. More than likely they pushed weaker people aside to establish their
own communities.
Majuba: "and those Europeans murdered most of them off." Can you
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I recently watched a video on this site of a debate between the guy who wants to create this group and several others. One
commentator claimed that Whiteness, as a concept, developed from the point of racism. He said that the various European ethnic
groups who came here (Irish, Italian etc...) gave up their individual national/ethnic identities in order to become "White", which
was a new identity built in opposition to all other races. Let's assume for a moment that this view is correct. If racism was the basis
of this new identity, what happens if/when racism has been done away with or reduced to the point of irrelevancy? What happens
to Whites if the basis for their identity is eliminated? It's too late to go back to the various ethnic identities their ancestors came
here with. If racism was the original basis for "Whiteness", and racism is eliminated, what identity are Whites allowed to have?
How can Whites build a new identity if they keep getting punished for the previous one? How do Whites survive in a world where
everyone but them has a socially-acceptable identity? How can Whites define themselves in a new world when everyone else
keeps trying to identify them based on the old world?
CDAH: I recently watched a video on this site of a
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HOW about you identify yourself as human...how about everyone do that? People that identify themselves based on
pigmentation, or the lack there of, are truly limited people. Become MORE enlightened than those around you...there is
one thing that matters only...human. Skin color is as irrelevant as eye color.
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I'm not saying that I agree with your point, but even if I did, I still would not go along with it unless I had a firm
indication that everyone else would as well. There is strength in numbers, so the race that abandons itself without
demanding the same from the others is committing suicide. I'll make a deal with you... Go speak with the other
races, get them to swear that they are willing to give up racial-politics, have them show clear-cut examples of
how they are willing to honor their agreement, (as Whites did by supporting Obama, the Civil Rights Movement,
and so many other minority-rights movements), and then we'll talk. Until then, there can be no discussion of
disarming racial-consciousness.
CDAH: I'm not saying that I agree with your point, but
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As much as your point can be true with the group of people we know around us, the government and employers
still very much see things on racial terms. White people= the tax base/punching bag/ Nonwhites=political voting
pawns. Our US government is really no better to black people than white people, as they don't think blacks can
stand on their own merit and intelligence.
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But if whiteness is a concept and that sounds logical so is blackness and so is being hispanic. Hispanics come from
different countries, African Americans originate from different regions of Africa. Race, in general is a concept so forming a
white students' union makes just as much sense as forming a black or Latino students' union. The real question is... why
does it spark such a controversy?
Arthurc_Doyle: But if whiteness is a concept and that sounds logical
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I agree with you 100%.
CDAH: I agree with you 100%.
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White shouldn't every race have their own student union?
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Best comment:
“But when we don't feel inferior and are proud of our personal accomplishments and heritage it is deemed racist and intolerable.
Can't have it both ways, simsum. You are one contradictory character. One set of rules for white people, and one set of rules for
everyone else according to your logic. Is it any wonder white people feel disenfranchised? We are having a COUNTER reaction
to what is going on around us. Nobody is saying that 'minorities' be stripped of their rights. We want the same treatment."
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Thank you!!
SJ_27: Thank you!!
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That is a good summation of how things currently stand. There is one rule for Whites and another rule for everyone else.
When you are White, you are guilty of racism until proven innocent. When you are not White, you are a victim of White
Racism until proven otherwise, though, the only people arguing against your status as a victim will be considered,
invariably, to be Whites who have yet to prove they aren't racist, and these lawyers for our case will find themselves on
the witness-stand trying to fight off charges of racism. How amazing would it be if Whites stopped cowering down every
time someone called them a racist? Imagine the looks on the faces of our enemies. They'd be like soldiers in battle who
suddenly realize they were issued blanks instead of real ammo.
CDAH: That is a good summation of how things currently stand.
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White solidarity scares them.
Well, this is one cracker who isn't afraid of who he is.
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white people feel disenfranchised? You two need an education.
Turn off Fox News, turn off Rush Limbaugh, get out of the house and work with people of all colors and hear
their stories.
Let's be open here -if you are white and struggling - I would say it's a good chance it was not because of black
people - it's probably because of another white person that has influenced your life.
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It's time to form the NAAWP-National Association for the Advancement of WHITE PEOPLE !!!!!!!
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Already is. The good Dr. David Duke formed it a few years back.
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white privilege not enough? living off the blood money of your ancestors not enough?
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Get real dude. ALL of our ancestors did terrible things. Try cracking open a history book or two. & as for 'living
off the blood money of your ancestors not enough?'... what does that even mean? You seem just horrible as you
claim the whites you obviously hate are.
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You've been told you are a victim too many times, that you've believed it. And tell me what privilege I get for
being white, that my black neighbor doesn't?
dtracy: You've been told you are a victim too many times,
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Wow...Liberals...your tolerance is showing.
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Being tolerant does not mean abandoning the common sense to judge things based on their merit.
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In other words, you can be judgy because you're Liberal ?
BeasTT: In other words, you can be judgy because you're Liberal
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In the liberal/progressive dictionary (as force fed to conservatives) tolerance is the forced
acceptance of any offensive idea or perversion of decency.
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Harold Bloom, in his 1990s bestseller "Western Canon", was right. He named all these cultural Marxists, angry feminists,
multiculturalists, ..."The School of Resentment". He aimed at dumbing down English Department curricula, but the term can be
very appropriately applied to anti- white European racial hucksters & dogmatist lefty demagogues.
Yes, my friends, white are Aeschylus, Pythagoras, Plato, Aquinas, Calvin, Newton, Pasteur, Shakespeare, Dante, Voltaire, Bach,
Beethoven, Cervantes, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Whitman, Faulkner, Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Heisenberg, Proust,.... And I doubt
they are much discussed at Hispanic, black or Asian student clubs.
Bardon: Harold Bloom, in his 1990s bestseller "Western Canon", was right.
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Bingo!
SJ_27: Bingo!
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So, in essence, you are guessing. Do you imagine that any of the persons you mentioned are going to be the lead topics
for discussion at the WSU? Let me school you on that. The WSU is going to spend all of its time talking about Black
people, lol!
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Black people are not that interesting. You're not guessing, but projecting.
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The basic theme I'm hearing from most people who oppose groups like this is that Whites just can't be trusted to organize as a
group without it leading to discrimination against others. This is based on the stereotype that Whites are inherently racist. I'm not
saying that stereotypes are always false, I personally believe that they're usually at least somewhat based on reality, even if they
become gross exaggerations. I just think we need to admit that this is a stereotype, and it has lead to fairly blatant prejudice and
discrimination, which this story illustrates. It is no different than when White residents of an upscale neighborhood or town try to
stop the construction of government apartments because they fear that it will attract Blacks, who they stereotype as being criminal.
It's no different than when people try to block the construction of a Mosque because of stereotypes about Muslims being
terrorists. This group is being decried because its opponents hold to the stereotype that Whites are inherently racist and, therefore,
can't be allowed to assemble in any way that acknowledges their race. This is the same reason the "Tea Party" has faced criticism
for being "too White." It seems like a lot of people have this instinctual fear of large groups of Whites, not at all dissimilar to fears
that many Whites have when they see a large group of young Black males.
CDAH: The basic theme I'm hearing from most people who oppose
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I was asked a question earlier in this discussion that I think is very relevant. I was asked what rights Whites have lost. There are
two types of rights that people have; Legal rights and basic rights. Legal rights are what we commit to paper, basic rights are the
underlying principles that inspire the written ones. Before someone can gain a legal right, the basic one must first be there, and
conversely, the basic right must be removed before the legal one can be taken away. Essentially, Whites have lost the basic right
to be White, as this article makes clear. Whites are not allowed to do what every other group is encouraged to do, which is to
organize in support of issues that matter to them as a group without facing blatant hostility from people and institutions. They might
not be legally prohibited, (at the moment), but legal discrimination usually follows basic discrimination. If members of a community
stopped the building of a synagogue by threatening to boycott any construction company that worked on it, and to ostracise any
individual they employ, would that not be discrimination, even if it wasn't done at the government level? Would Jews be wrong to
feel like their right to freely practice their religion was being taken away, even if it wasn't the government doing it? That's the type
of discrimination that Whites face, and it will only get worse.
CDAH: I was asked a question earlier in this discussion that
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If you are sure, you've stopped listening.
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Oh, God, I think I taught this kid. I feel so ashamed.
Olaugh: Oh, God, I think I taught this kid. &nbsp;I feel
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You should! You're a terrible person! :P
Phlegmatics: You should! You're a terrible person! :P
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I know... I raised you.
Olaugh: I know... I raised you.
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This is why our education systems are a joke. You should be proud to have taught an autonomous, independent thinking
young man who is bravely sticking up for his up-PC, un-Marxist thoughts, which go against the liberal dogmas. Whites
are being stripped of their rights within a matter of a couple decades. He is seeing the trend and wants to bring awareness
to it. Of course you are ashamed he is white and proud. Are you a teacher of critcal race theory by chance? AfricanAmerican and Hip Hop studies? Sociology? You sure sound like it.
SJ_27: This is why our education systems are a joke. You
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You are so wrong, as is my former student.
Olaugh: You are so wrong, as is my former student.
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I think the disconnect here is that I don't see white people losing their rights. The difference now is that minorities
have been gaining rights and power.
Also minority college organizations are about supporting people who are underrepresented in their field and to
experience a certain culture. White Americans don't need a club to do either of those things.
Phlegmatics: I think the disconnect here is that I don't see
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Good luck to all the students at Towson. I don't think Mr. Heimbach is going to get anywhere with his agenda but it's in a way
good that he tries, because it gives the other students a chance to encounter a serious problem and work to resolve it.
simsum: Good luck to all the students at Towson. I don't
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Keep thinking that. The world wide agenda of destroying formerly white countries is backfiring. We are indeed becoming
the minority, just like the globalists want. Now that we are by far a worldwide majority and are set to be in white
homelands in a matter of a couple decades, the whole minority/majority thing doesn't work so well. But there will still be
cries of white privelege I'm sure, they already edited their definitions of 'minority' and 'majority' to fit with the declining
white demographics. Now it just means 'who has the power.' "Hilarious"
SJ_27: Keep thinking that. The world wide agenda of destroying formerly
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world wide minority**
SJ_27: world wide minority**
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White supremacists are usually those folks who are feeling quite inferior.
simsum: White supremacists are usually those folks who are feeling quite
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If they would stop feeling inferior, then they would probably be a lot happier with themselves.
simsum: If they would stop feeling inferior, then they would probably
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But when we don't feel inferior and are proud of our personal accomplishments and heritage it is deemed racist
and intolerable. Can't have it both ways, simsum. You are one contradictory character. One set of rules for white
people, and one set of rules for everyone else according to your logic. Is it any wonder white people feel

disenfranchised? We are having a COUNTER reaction to what is going on around us. Nobody is saying that
'minorities' be stripped of their rights. We want the same treatment.
SJ_27: But when we don't feel inferior and are proud of
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If non-Whites left Whites them alone, they'd feel happier, AND safer.
shuai_ge: If non-Whites left Whites them alone, they'd feel happier, AND
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GOOD FOR YOU MATTHEW ! The is nothing wrong with a white, non hatred, non violent, student union. Every other race has
them. Why not you ?
GBulldog: GOOD FOR YOU MATTHEW ! The is nothing wrong with
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Agreed, but I thought he was promoting hate...according to the article bringing in White Nationalist
isn't simply fellowship.
Shanda_Smalls: Agreed, but I thought he was promoting hate...according to the
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That's the part that got me!
island_fever1: That's the part that got me!
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Amen, fanned and Faved.
BeasTT: Amen, fanned and Faved.
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I'll boil this down to what I believe the most basic points are.
1.) Whether or not someone thinks it's right to form a group like this, the students involved still have the right to do it. If the school
allows a Black Student Union, Hispanic Student Union or any other racially/ethnically based organization, they can't deny Whites
the same.
2.) Everyone is entitled to an opinion on anything, but there are instances where only some people are entitled to a say. A
Japanese citizen is entitled to an opinion about the U.S. Election, but only Americans get to vote on it. Similarly, every person,
regardless of race/ethnicity, is entitled to an opinion about whether or not Whites are a distinct group with distinct interests, but
only Whites get to choose. If we decide that we our a distinct group, and if we decide that we should organize and advocate for
our perceived interests, that is our decision. We don't have to explain ourselves to anyone else, and we certainly don't need
anybody else's permission to be who we are.
CDAH: I'll boil this down to what I believe the most
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Come on Towson, you used to be the Rape Univeristy now you want to be know for the "White's Supremacits" club?? Really??
VoteOrDie: Come on Towson, you used to be the Rape Univeristy
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Why are you assuming that they are supremacists just because they are white ? Why is it OK to have a NAACP and not
the NAAWP ?
GBulldog: Why are you assuming that they are supremacists just because
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OK. Before I start, I can't say they are white supremacists. However, when one hears "white pride" used, people
get the wrong idea based on previous actions by some folks who don't necessarily say kind things about
minorities. Before you excoriate me, there are some black folks who do the same thing.
Now, humor me for a minute. I am going to make the assumption that you are a white male. and you attend the
University of Georgia, Athens. Good school. Hunker down hairy dog. However, the school is 68% African
American, and as a way of organizing your voice, you establish a White Students Union. In response, the
majority form a Black Students Union.
Does that make any sense to you? What purpose does the Black Students Union have? It's not like they are a
minority on the campus. It's not like their voices are not heard! They're the majority! It sounds like a ploy to
silence those they don't like.

Would you make the same argument if a group of white students wanted to form a White Student Union at
Howard University, or to keep the state school analogy going, Savannah State University (HBCU) or the
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore? Would it be OK for those schools to form a Black Students Union in
response to the minority student population's forming a support group?
( I apologize in advance for writing so much. prepping for class, and I have to get in presentation mode...)
gsj612: OK. Before I start, I can't say they are white
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Everything is the NAAWP. The other groups formed because of the racism of groups like the NAAWP.
Give it up.
roxlaw: Everything is the NAAWP. The other groups formed because of
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This guy sounds like a provocateur but it seems "student unions" based on race or ethnicity are pretty common these days. Here's
a partial list form Rutgers University.
Bengali Student Association
Black Student Union
Coptic Society
Haitian Association
Japanese Cultural Association
Jewish Student Union
Latino Student Council
Pakistani Student Association
There is no "White Student Assoc." at Rutgers.
ramcrossin: This guy sounds like a provocateur but it seems "student
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With all the white supremacists in Congress such as Loy Mauch, Jon Hubbard, Todd Atkins, Michelle Bachmann, Tom McMillin,
Roger Rivard,Quico Canseco, Jeff Flake clearly this new club for celebrating white supremacy is not a coincidence.
I didn't say they didn't have a right.
I did say its no coincidence that the tea baggers get into office screaming jobs, jobs, jobs but only vote on bills that curb women's
rights and, interestingly enough, voter rights.
The 'club' in the article may not have used the word supremacist as I have, but then I use words like "torture", not "enhanced
interrogation".

Changing the language doesn't change the meaning.
MyNameIsMickey: With all the white supremacists in Congress such as Loy
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They are soooo white supremacist that they all want open borders. Get a life.
SJ_27: They are soooo white supremacist that they all want open
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Bravo to you
dkmatter: Bravo to you
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Sorry, should have read "being white" in such a classy manner.
I get so annoyed, I skip proofing to my own peril.
MyNameIsMickey: Sorry, should have read "being white" in such a classy
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TEll me Mikey ,what's the definition of "Being White " and Being Black "
engineer_15: TEll me Mikey ,what's the definition of "Being White "
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Bringing us back to the fine legacy of the Aryan Nation and the Klu Klux Klan because we handle be white in such a classy
manner.
MyNameIsMickey: Bringing us back to the fine legacy of the Aryan
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Whyare people assuming that because they want a student union that they are associated with the KKK ?
GBulldog: Whyare people assuming that because they want a student union
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White people can't be allowed to congregate because they'll become dangerous?
Yellowcab: White people can't be allowed to congregate because they'll become
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Exactly!
Jordan_Stone: Exactly!
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As a recent alum of Towson University (Class of 2011) this really makes me disappointed. I am a white male who participated in
a Greek organization and was a one time Senator on the Student Government Association. Therefore, it is extremely important to
know that one of the many bylaws state by the SGA is the fact that every student group that wants to be recognized on campus
MUST have a faculty advisor. Currently, no faculty on member has come forward to do so and that automatically rules them out
from even trying to be recognized. Secondly, the group has ties to white supremacist organizations and thoughts, just evidenced by
the YWC, Mr. Taylor and Mr Heimbach. It should not be allowed to be on there and it ashames me that a school I love and think
fondly would allow this, even though I understand it is "free speech."
I think Mr. Heimbach is a racist and has evidenced through his words on the podcast above and he cannot even speak to what
"White History" is or will be advancing on campus. It's wrong and the simple fact it is wrong is due to the ties to white supremacy!
DG193: As a recent alum of Towson University (Class of 2011)
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WSUs will be formed across most US universities, so your opinion is, essentially, irrelevant.
Bardon: WSUs will be formed across most US universities, so your
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That's not the argument, essentially, it is about Towson University not most US universities
DG193: That's not the argument, essentially, it is about Towson University
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Wow, I appreciate your first hand knowledge and break down of facts. When the facts are as
stated how can one in good faith support this?
Shanda_Smalls: Wow, I appreciate your first hand knowledge and break down
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It is the empty seats that listen most raptly
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i don't see how they can legally be prevented from having their club, and i don't see why people who support free speech would
try and deny them their little club
if they have a club, everyone will know who they are.
that seems like a good thing to me.
lolly_caust: i don't see how they can legally be prevented from
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If the SGA by-laws state they have to have a faculty adviser and they don't then we shouldn't even
be having this convo....they don't qualify for a SGA approved group.
Shanda_Smalls: If the SGA by-laws state they have to have a
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have Trek will travel
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03:08 PM on 10/11/2012
In general, it is whites today who take the lead in stopping white supremacy, so that pulls the rug out from under the Heimbachs.
simsum: In general, it is whites today who take the lead
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Why would Whites want to stop someone from starting a White Student Union ?
Every other culture seems to have one, why can't Whites ?
I am not White myself, yet I have no problem with this.
BeasTT: Why would Whites want to stop someone from starting a
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If these white supremacists are so superior why don't they build their own university in Idaho or Montana and prove to the rest of
the world how great they are?
simsum: If these white supremacists are so superior why don't they
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Well... until recently, that's pretty much what EVERY university was. Cambridge and Oxford were all-white for centuries.
And they were indeed superior to any university in Kenya or Uganda.
HammerHead0005: Well... until recently, that's pretty much what EVERY university was.
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I'm talking about you white supremacists in the good old US of A. Why don't you create your own white
supremacist universities? Like in Idaho or Montana? Can't do it? Not surprised.
By the way, African immigrants to the US now earn more higher degrees than any other immigrant group. LOL
simsum: I'm talking about you white supremacists in the good old
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And until recently there were no great universities in China or India, but that hasn't stopped Chinese and Indian
students from surpassing white kids in all the sciences, math and computer fields, now has it?
Next question.
simsum: And until recently there were no great universities in China
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I think you have an inferiority complex, liberals do in general. Just admit you hate white people.
SJ_27: I think you have an inferiority complex, liberals do in
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All people of the earth are one family that should live in loving brotherhood, harmony and unity. They should live
together in the same neighborhoods, work in the same companies, go to the same schools. That's what I believe.
They should even intermarry.
simsum: All people of the earth are one family that should
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When Forest Gump said, "Stupid is as stupid does", it really applies to white supremacists. Why? It's not that white supremacists
as human beings are stupid. No, what makes them inferior is, as Forest said, what they do. And what they do is so devoid of any
logic or solid reasoning, they can only appeal to emotions like fear, anger and jealousy. That they rely upon base emotions instead
of intelligence and reason is enough to cause any university to ban them from the campus.
The same goes for black supremacists, or hispanic supremacists, or Japanese supremacists... It just so happens, unfortunately,
that white supremacists have been making the longest and strongest effort to establish themselves in America, a society that really
has no time for them any more.
simsum: When Forest Gump said, "Stupid is as stupid does", it
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Reasoning for wanting to preserve white societies? We have lots. This isn't about emotion and impulse, that is how liberals
rule their lives. White societies are places where you are allowed to practice free speech. We have first-world
accommodations. We have the best education systems in the world. (Even Asians flock to the US for college) We have
SAFE communities where you aren't afraid to walk outside. We have clean streets, wonderful infrastrcuture, the quality of
life in white societies is great. When you start changing the racial admixture by large quantities, that quality of life goes
downhill. White people are told we have no culture? REALLY? Classical music, theater, art, music, various ethnic foods,
etc. Some white people cherish the endagered white society and just how civil it is.
SJ_27: Reasoning for wanting to preserve white societies? We have lots.
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Just for the record, I denounced your idea of white supremacist. Any white person opposed to their own genocide is a
white supremacist these days. According to the UN definition, white people are experiencing genocide by the immigration
policies in white countries, by displacing us from our own native homelands. If any other race was experiencing this on
such world wide level as white countries are, you know you would be the first to cry foul.
SJ_27: Just for the record, I denounced your idea of white
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Wait!
There can be a "Black" Student Union and no one busts a gut.
But even the mention of a "White" Student Union and the Feds are sent in?
Have we sunk totally yet, into the racial cesspool that has resulted from our horrifically failed "Great Social Experiment"?
This is just a joke!
mira_chancleta: Wait! There can be a "Black" Student Union and no
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This is just ridiculous. Isn't it obvious that this kid isn't starting a...I don't know...Swedish cultural club or some other innocuous
group? He's saying that they're going to "perform night patrols and potentially make citizen's arrests" for Christ's sake. How is that
*not* threatening to minority students? Not to mention the fact that the organization brought in a white nationalist as a guest
speaker.
Also, just to note, the number of times I've felt negatively singled out for being white is zero. I can't fathom why some people want
to feel victimized over being part of a group with a great deal of power in this country.
Marie_Clymer: This is just ridiculous. Isn't it obvious that this kid
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Testify, sister. FF
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Ummm you do realize black people can make citizen's arrests too? By the way, anyone is allowed to join this group. But
you will simply ignore that and call them bigots.
SJ_27: Ummm you do realize black people can make citizen's arrests
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Yeah, I'm sure students of all ethnicities will be lining up to hear white nationalists give speeches and chalk "white
pride" all over their university. Sounds like a fun Friday night.
Marie_Clymer: Yeah, I'm sure students of all ethnicities will be lining
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The fact that their is any opposition to this group goes to show how brainwashed people have become when it comes to whites. Is
this the white privilege I keep hearing about. I work in a hospital and as far as the doctors are concerned maybe one or two white.
The rest are either Jewish,indian or Hispanic. My none of the doctors I have seen have been white. I think going back decades
many of the so called Hate crimes perpetrated by whites have turned out to be Hoaxes.From reading the comments here some of
you have developed certain Bigotry and Phobias about whites.
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Nice try but NO. White pp can and DO have all the groups they want. They/you should. "I think going back decades
many of the so called Hate crimes perpetrated by whites have turned out to be Hoaxes."? Look, live in la la land forever.
I really don't care what's in your head. Just don't do things to stifle non white pp. Don't harrass us. Keep to yourselves.
That way you can change history and make up what ever you want amongst your friends.
dkmatter: Nice try but NO. White pp can and DO have
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"Keep to yourselves. "
Having a WSU will help them to do just that.
andreabeth7: "Keep to yourselves. " Having a WSU will help them
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Labeling people is stupid. Racists are people who divide humanity into races. Backwards thinking.
Tresco: Labeling people is stupid. Racists are people who divide humanity
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"Racists are people who divide humanity into races. Backwards thinking."
Dividing dogs, cats, birds, etc. into breeds must also be backwards thinking, right?
charmed7067: "Racists are people who divide humanity into races. Backwards thinking."
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Please let them have their white students union. So what. We have bigger fish to fry. We have the 100 Black Business Women
club(s). We have so many black organizations, and we've broken through so many barriers, with so many more to conquer, This
isn't a blip on my radar, compared to healthcare, voter rights vs. suppression, jobs, deceptions, and this election.
greenvicki: Please let them have their white students union. So what.
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In a way I agree with you, but on the other hand people are concerned that a group like this could stir a good deal of
trouble on the Towson campus. Hosting a group like that is playing with fire.
simsum: In a way I agree with you, but on the
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We don't know that. Every time blacks congregate, it is said that we're up to no good or segragating ourselves.
We're more equipped to deal with those sort of problems today. Just think how hard it was for our fore-fathers.
There were no protections and very few rights. I'm more worried about the problems we're having getiing through
this election. I may be wrong, but it's how I feel.
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That is true but they still have the right to form groups. They can call it Triple K Supreme for all I care. I know the
reasons are pure baloney but I don't care. Just don't ACT out your fantasies
dkmatter: That is true but they still have the right to
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If anyone wants to learn why this is a problem I invite you to view this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wNBAnqDYBWg
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Excellent, convincing and moderately worded statement.
simsum: Excellent, convincing and moderately worded statement.
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Wow, thanks for the info!
Shanda_Smalls: Wow, thanks for the info!
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Thanks guys, please help spread the video!
IrisEstrada: Thanks guys, please help spread the video!
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I need to apologize, I rescind my comment of "I can't see why this is a problem".
searl24: I need to apologize, I rescind my comment of "I
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I can't see why this is a problem. What is a problem is the young lady's case against the University of Texas saying that 6%
African American students and 26% Hispanic students out of the 52,213 student body kept her from being admitted due to
Affirmative Action.
searl24: I can't see why this is a problem. What is
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There is no such thing as a "white" ethnic group ... there are any number of European-American ethnic groups that would be
welcomed at Towson University or any other institution of higher learning.
DBee23: There is no such thing as a "white" ethnic group
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This statement is ludicrous. Unless you acknowledge that there is no "black ethnic" group. There are a variety of ethnic
groups in Africa whom we call black. I am so tired of white apologetics being required to be politically correct.
Kaaper: This statement is ludicrous. Unless you acknowledge that there is
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The reason that there is a "black" ethnicity is because it has been mandated, legislated, and reinforced by whites
for over 400 years in this country! There is no "black" ethnicity -- just like there is no Asian or Hispanic ethnicity.
These are just "short hand" terms that lump people together. Our ethnic heritages are more closely tied to our
nationalities -- and even then, there are ethnicities within nations! African Americans, descendants of slaves, are
unique in that nearly everyone's nationality and ethnic heritage was lost during the slave trade. So there are 35
million plus people whose only historical / ethnic reference is "Africa." The other "blacks" that are traditionally
lumped together with African Americans due to common physical features include black Haitians, Brazilians,
Puerto Ricans, Nigerians, Ghanians, Kenyans, Somalians, etc. People from each of these countries have their
own unique ethnic heritage -- history, language, music, food ... they are Haitian Americans, Brazilian Americans,
Nigerian Americans, Kenyan Americans ... just as we have Irish Americans, German Americans, Chinese
Americans, Indian Americans and Native Americans. These are simply facts. Wants some more facts? You may
want to learn more about the concept of "race" in general. http://www.aaanet.org/resources/a-public-educationprogram.cfm FINALLY, would somebody define "political correctness" for me -- because I'm not sure what
Kaaper means by that!
DBee23: The reason that there is a "black" ethnicity is because
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Go to Asia, go to Africa, they will not say, "I'm black, I'm Asian. They will say that they are Igbo or Han
Chinese. Only racists try to force their racial categories on others.
Oahu_dutchess: Go to Asia, go to Africa, they will not say,
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So there is no such thing as a white ethnic group when it's time to make a club for White Americans, but in hiring practices
with government jobs, or admission to colleges, white people magically exist again too. When whites are sought out and
attacked by blacks in interracial violence, suddenly the black criminals are able to identify this mystical racial construct
known as whites. However blacks are always recognized as a general ethnic group. Don't get me started on
Hispanic...that could mean anything, any race. Yet they are referred to as a single ethnic group. White people are a group,
we do have a culture, you are LIVING in white culture.
SJ_27: So there is no such thing as a white ethnic
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special rights only apply to certain, protected groups....healthy, straight, Christian, males, of white european ancestory need not
apply. you're already special because you were born here, and you're privilaged and have everything handed to you on a silver
platter. oh, and your ancestors did bad things (even though 99% of the population back then were non slave owners), so you must
suffer the consequences and get walked on / all over for the rest of your lives.
muhamed: special rights only apply to certain, protected groups....healthy, straight, Christian,
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"Really?? Walked on / all over for the rest of your lives?" If you are healthy, straight, Christian male of white European
ancestry who is genuinely excited about your ancestry ... the entire nation is interested in what you have to share. There
are scholarships for every European ancestry you can think of ... Polish, Italian, English, Irish, etc. There are festivals for
every conceivable European heritage going on all across America -- there are various European American clubs and
lodges -- there are sporting events, travel tours; cooking, art, dance and language classes for every imaginable European
heritage available to anyone who wants see, learn and experience it. Two of the biggest parties in the U.S. are St.
Patrick's Day and Oktoberfest! C'mon. Quit your whining!!! What you're asking for, however, isn't about ancestry. What
is being asked for is a "specialness" due to white skin color, which is racism. http://www.aaanet.org/resources/a-publiceducation-program.cfm
DBee23: "Really?? Walked on / all over for the rest of
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There are no scholarships for "every European ancestry you can think of..." I thought of "Italian," "Irish,"
"French," and "German" for instance when I applied to public schools all across America and they said, sorry, we
do not have scholarships for you if you have Italian, Irish, French, or German heritage. We only have scholarships
for people who come from other countries that you do not come from.
They said, sorry, I hope you get a lot of money from someone else because you won't get it from us.
Patrick_Laughlin: There are no scholarships for "every European ancestry you can
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You should learn some history. If it were not for the fact that Africans have always practiced slavery and continue to
practice slavery there would not have been an trans atlantic slave trade. The fact that white fathers would remain married
and be good fathers to their children rather than abandon their families. I guess that is what you mean by having things
handed over on a silver platter.Every white immigrant group has had 10 times worse than any of the non-white groups
coming today yet they succeded.
br39933: You should learn some history. If it were not for
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apparently you didn't get my sarcasm...
muhamed: apparently you didn't get my sarcasm...
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Why do whites who feel threatened by minority solidarity attempt to use the minority's position to defend their own biases. For
instance, his first anti-multicultralism group didn't work, so now he resorts to the formation of a White Student Union, because
there is a Black Student Union.
Why not form a group based on a mission that makes sense to his platform instead of insulting minority groups by mimicking them
to promote radical political agendas, such as White Students United. When blacks couldn't join white fraternities and sororities
they started their own, without focusing on their white counterparts. Similarly, when blacks were not integrated into institutions of
higher learning, they formed their own educational institutions (e.g., Tuskeegee Institute), without the mimicking and the constant
reference to other's who offended them.
Why is this impossible now? Start your white only club, but leave the minorities out of your genesis. And more importantly,start
your club and focus on the issues of the white race, leave the issues of interracial crime to the police. This club is a racially
charged, and any university who supports his behavior, should expect an all out protest on his campus.
Tracy_Harmon: Why do whites who feel threatened by minority solidarity attempt
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As long as his group is not promoting hate against another race or culture it is none of your concern what they discuss is it.
They have the same rights as minorities.
Greg34: As long as his group is not promoting hate against
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But this group is promoting hate. That much is clear. Only someone promoting hate and racial disunity would
invite Jared Taylor to speak on campus.
simsum: But this group is promoting hate. That much is clear.
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That is a stupid thing to write. But I am not surprised by your ignorance. His group is absolutely promoting hate,
which is the reason I commented. And once again, your racist elitism has shown its ugly lack of intelligence,
because I never doubted or questioned his rights or those of other students on the campus. In fact, I said start
your group so long as its not hatred filled.
Racist elitists like your self is what is wrong with this country, continuing to propogate racial division because you
think its your right. As long as I am tax-paying American citizen, the removal of hate groups in this groups in this
country will be concern, whether you like it or not!
Tracy_Harmon: That is a stupid thing to write. But I am
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Hey, I think if they want one they should have one. They should also know that fears of such a student union turning into a white
supremacy group are legitimate. Let's face it, they're not creating this student union out of a true need, they're creating it as a
political statement on the formation of minority-based groups. History has show us that such congregations of whites where they
are already in power and the majority tend to be based on nefarious ideas.
BlindChance: Hey, I think if they want one they should have
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Some want to exclude black pp or so called minorities. When the excluded seek solidarity they're now seen as
seperatists? You're right. they're not creating this student union out of a true need. You know what, they should do what
the h they want. Whether it's mocking the need to have a group or not. They have that right. Just don't get together and
throw ballon filled with bleach at the brown pp and everythings ok.
dkmatter: Some want to exclude black pp or so called minorities.
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12:23 PM on 10/11/2012
Really??? With all that is going on in this country and world, this is his great cause that he is " standing" up for? Give me a break.
be4reel: Really??? With all that is going on in this country
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If they can keep from being racist and use their association to promote tolerance and a color-blind society, there's nothing wrong
here. If the group does form, I would encourage enlightened whites and blacks to join and be heard, but be careful of becoming
brainwashed themselves, which could all too easily happen. Know yourself before joining and have a plan to form an enlightened
caucus within the group if necessary. Be ready for attacks for your membership, too.
mnhsty: If they can keep from being racist and use their
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Blacks don't promote colorblindness. Not sure why whites should either. That is not reality.
SJ_27: Blacks don't promote colorblindness. Not sure why whites should either.
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Because it is as much or more in the interests of whites, as in school admissions for instance.
mnhsty: Because it is as much or more in the interests
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Good for these students. There scholarships for minority only students, and the tides are turning in the american population where
white people will soon be the minority. Why can't white people be proud of who they are, just as other races have the ability top
be proud of who they are. It does not mean that hate of other groups should be tolerated but issues that effect their particular race
and how to deal with them, overcome and educate people about them. A white student union does not mean hate of other races
any more that a black student union group is a sub group of the black panthers. Give me a break. I am white and proud of it.
Greg34: Good for these students. There scholarships for minority only students,
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and who is suggesting that you can't be proud?
be4reel: and who is suggesting that you can't be proud?
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Liberals, can I not be proud and have a union of other people to be proud with me as minorities groups do? I can
be proud but can't have a group that is proud together and enjoy equal protection as the 14th amendment states.
Is that what you are suggesting?
Greg34: Liberals, can I not be proud and have a union
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So we can be proud but behind a certain and not in the same way as other races? I thought you were liberal
where all are equal. The division is being created by people that are upset that he white doing things that mostly
minorities have., If you liberals wouldn't make this such a big deal what kind of forum does he has to insult
people. If it is hate speech the school will shut it down. Again what is the problem liberal. Hispanics creating
student unions to promote illegals citizenship demands is insulting to me so should we stop them from doing it or
do they enjoy equal protection.
Greg34: So we can be proud but behind a certain and
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Skeptic
159 Fans
12:32 PM on 10/11/2012
I think you should re-read the article, especially the part about the role of affinity groups on campus and how the campus
is nearly 70% white. But more importantly, the planned activities of the groups, it has nothing to do with being white and
proud.
Tracy_Harmon: I think you should re-read the article, especially the part
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217 Fans
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Does it matter if the school is 70% white, they have these kinds of group at predominately black schools as well.
And predominately hispanic schools. Do those groups only discuss being proud of there culture. It is time white
people stop apologizing for being white and stop the reverse racism. Affirmative action is a law ro right alot of
wrongs however we have equal protection via the 14th amendment.
Greg34: Does it matter if the school is 70% white, they
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106 Fans
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With the very real history of oppression this kind of action is inflammatory. It's no different than those who show the stars and bars
confederate flag. That was a symbol of oppression during the Jim-Crow era and during slavery. Now for people to claim it's
"southern heritage" is a bit disingenous. They are doing it to show a message. The same goes for white nationalist groups. These
were the same groups that vigorously opposed integration and openly subverted the civil rights of blacks during the civil rights era.
I am sure this guy and anyone who supports this group are anti-immigrant (especially non-white), anti-gay and would love for
African-Americans to self-deport back to Africa.
Give me a break.
jabreal00: With the very real history of oppression this kind of
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Wow, your last sentence just proves you are a racist. A group of peole discussion issues that effect effect students ie.
affirmative action, dealing with becoming the minorities int he next century etc must be advocating against gays and
sending african americans back to africa.
Greg34: Wow, your last sentence just proves you are a racist.
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You are clueless and lack reading comprehension. You aren't teachable my friend.
jabreal00: You are clueless and lack reading comprehension.&nbsp; You aren't teachable
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Agreed. FF
simsum: Agreed. FF
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We may not agree, but we can coexist!
235 Fans
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He's doing it for ALL the wrong reasons. Black Student Unions aren't some Black Panther movement, it just brings those of us
who look the same closer together. I was the President of my Central Black Student Union, where we governed the 7 other Black
Student Unions in our college, but rest assured, our student union acted as a source for all minority organizations to disseminate
information amongst one another. Go ahead, have a White Student Union, but he should be prepared to work with and network
with other student unions and minority groups, instead of making this seem like some white privilege group.
If you do it right...come thinking that you will add to the diversity (though, I'm sure this college is majority white), and include.
None, and I mean NONE of our predominantly African-American organizations are exclusive. We are completely inclusive, but
those who argue otherwise, just don't care to find out. Until American history really includes African-American history in it, and
not just a month where schools can opt out of celebrating our history as well, it's necessary for us to have organizations that make
us feel at home, and we certainly invite those who don't look like us to come out, and find out what it is that we do. If you want a
list of a few of our organizations, I'd be happy to oblige.
wwhitfie81: He's doing it for ALL the wrong reasons. Black Student
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Well said. Thanks.
simsum: Well said. Thanks.
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Interesting I knew a gentleman who was part of a student group for black students at UW, they were not allowed to have
meetings without a school rep a white school rep. It didn't matter if the meetings were on campus or not, I guess they wanted to
make sure the dark students weren't "up to something"
Seattle_Noir: Interesting I knew a gentleman who was part of a
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We usually had an adviser for our BSU, so I'd imagine that the white school rep was their adviser, though, my alma
mater, which I love to pieces, made sure our advisers were minorities. We worked very closely with Housing as well, so
it was great networking.
wwhitfie81: We usually had an adviser for our BSU, so I'd
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I'm not a chocolate dipped white girl.
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11:55 AM on 10/11/2012
Nothing wrong with an advisor however to tell them that this person HAD to be at all meetings did not go well
with them.
Seattle_Noir: Nothing wrong with an advisor however to tell them that
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11:08 AM on 10/11/2012
Sectioning ourselves of into these meaningless labels (white, hispanic, black..) breeds nothing but contempt for eachother. How
sad for us as a species.
Hoodooman: Sectioning ourselves of into these meaningless labels (white, hispanic, black..)
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111 Fans
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Well as sad as it is there was only one group that insisted on do such.
Seattle_Noir: Well as sad as it is there was only one
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Race is real, its not just a label. Do you know anything about modern Biology?
Bill_Bradleys: Race is real, its not just a label. Do you
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In keeping up to date with "modern" biology, I have come to the realization that superficial and cultural

differences are given too much credit. As a species, we share much more in common than these primative notions
of "race" which are being given too much merit do.
Hoodooman: In keeping up to date with "modern" biology, I have
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Race is a skin pigmant, cultural differences are real.
Greg34: Race is a skin pigmant, cultural differences are real.
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10:56 AM on 10/11/2012
ok and exactly what wold their meaning of white.. be... would you have to have two white parents...
this is stupid... just like a black student union would be....or any other color... seems this country is steadily going backwards....
instead of forward...
liberalbarbwire: ok and exactly what wold their meaning of white.. be...
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They cannot exclude anyone.
mnhsty: They cannot exclude anyone.
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They cannot exclude anyone, and my question to you huffpost superuser is what is that definition when applying to
college, filling our government forms, etc.
Greg34: They cannot exclude anyone, and my question to you huffpost
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What sadden me reading these posts is the drive and passion included on this board to have something
separate....would just be nice to see the same passion for groups that wanted us to come together.
Promote racial diversity, respect, and harmony.
I know it's a bit "I have a dream" but I can hope =-)
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Yeah, they already have those. Why would anyone be passionate about something that already exists?
HammerHead0005: Yeah, they already have those. Why would anyone be passionate
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Really where I haven't been to any school that had a club specifically for that (and I have
been to three universities).
I don't know one group that is all inclusive promoting diversity...I know several small
specialized groups that have that as a component but not that that is the goal. But if you
know of any I would seriously love to be informed because I would join!
Shanda_Smalls: Really where I haven't been to any school that had
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@hammer, it's even more sad that in this sea of negativity on all sides you point out one of
the few post asking for hope.
#sad
Shanda_Smalls: @hammer, it's even more sad that in this sea of
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Promoting "diversity" in white countries means dwindling white influence in the countries their forefathers built (Europe, the
USA). Not falling for that one anymore.
Bill_Bradleys: Promoting "diversity" in white countries means dwindling white influence in
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@Bill I have no idea how this addresses my point.
Shanda_Smalls: @Bill I have no idea how this addresses my point.
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Umm, it was the native's land, it the Asians that broke their backs on the railroad. Poor europeans worked in
factories. The africans grew the food, picked it, processed it. No one group built this country. Do you really think
Thomas Jefferson would have gotten his lazy butt out in the field and picked cotton???
Oahu_dutchess: Umm, it was the native's land, it the Asians that
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ww6
48 Fans
09:54 AM on 10/11/2012
seems to me that if these college boys were a little smarter, they would round up all their white student union supporters and go
join the black student union. they may even have the numbers to take control of the organization. after all, black sudents and
whites students all want the same thing.
ww6: seems to me that if these college boys were a
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So what you are advocating is the white students come in and take control over whate the black students have? Gee
sounds an awful lot like the past, you know the whole slavery thing!
Seattle_Noir: So what you are advocating is the white students come
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why can't the white students join the black students union? I don't agree with the take over part but why not. And
if they can't then why can't they have there own group?
Greg34: why can't the white students join the black students union?
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We may not agree, but we can coexist!
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You could have stopped at, having those white students join the black student unions. Why does this world have to take
over everything they disagree with?! What you're advocating isn't smart at all.
wwhitfie81: You could have stopped at, having those white students join
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disagree is your assumption. i did not use the word. i am advocating that the person with the most votes and
best ideas should lead a group of ALL students.
ww6: disagree is your assumption.&nbsp; i did not use the word.&nbsp;
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This kid is dreaming. Starting a white student union on campus is impossible. The Great Liberal Double Standard wont allow it.
Xin_Loi: This kid is dreaming. Starting a white student union on
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Truth hurts,,so grab an aspirin
95 Fans
09:19 AM on 10/11/2012
"If people would want to start a white student union at an HBCU (Historically Black College & University), it would make more
sense,"Collins said.------Yeah that would go over like a lead balloon. LOL at such a foolish remark.
I don't have an issue with any race or religion wanting to have they're own little thing, but the problem is when those groups
believe they are above and beyond others,, which often happens.
Groups need to be more focused on working together for common causes instead of exhibiting the separatist mentality that so
many display.
The same can be said about how people label themselves with hyphenated titles in a time where collective ideas make the most
sense for are future of what really matters,, the state of our great nation.
lukescorner: "If people would want to start a white student union
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lilrockdiva
Run Tell That!
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Let them have their little club. What's the worst thing that can happen...to them?
lilrockdiva: Let them have their little club. What's the worst thing
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Federal LEO first Therapist second.
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10:39 AM on 10/11/2012
Agree, any club which does not support hate should be allowed on at a place of freedom and
higher learning. So White Club, Black Club, Mutli-Racial club they are all Good with me!
Shanda_Smalls: Agree, any club which does not support hate should be
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First off, all white people clearly do not see themselves as all being the same.
The Germans during WWII made it very clear they they did not believe that all white people were related or created equally..
Some white folks are a little too dark, hair not blond enough, eyes not blue, nose not perfect, don't fit the description of white
purity. Look at tv, magazines. White folks push a standard of white beauty on each other that is impossible for many ethnic
looking whites to ever achieve.
Let the white student union form...they will be calling each other derogatory ethnic names and asking each other for family records
to verify their blood lines before the year is up.
Candy9: First off, all white people clearly do not see themselves
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30 Fans
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Yeah, let them form. What will transpire afterwards- it's their business. It has nothing to do with both whites & non-whites
who would not be members of that union.
Bardon: Yeah, let them form. What will transpire afterwards- it's their
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Struck a nerve eh?
Candy9: Struck a nerve eh?
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Are most black, asian, or hispanic people blind enough to see themselves as "all the same"?
NathanWoods12: Are most black, asian, or hispanic people blind enough to
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no dash american
the real 1% ers are combat veterans
203 Fans
07:33 AM on 10/11/2012
So instead of a white student union, you could have a Northern European student union, an Eastern European student union, a
Western European student union, and a Southern European student union, and with the intermingling of Europeans they could
probably belong to several if not all of the clubs, problem solved white not mentioned anywhere.
no_dash_american: So instead of a white student union, you could have
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30 Fans
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Why ? Euro-Americans are already so mixed that their identity is both white European and American, plus any mixture
(Swedish, Polish, Scottish,..). Why is anybody offended by term "White" ? And not offended by "Black" ? Also, there are
white Americans who are not entirely of European ancestry- say, partly Lebanese, or Argentinian-Americans who are
white & do not have strong Hispanic identity.
So, the proper adjective is "white", more than "European", let alone "Northern European" etc.
Bardon: Why ? Euro-Americans are already so mixed that their identity
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I'm American
no_dash_american: I'm American
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one of the few intelligent comments here...
mira_chancleta: one of the few intelligent comments here...
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1329 Fans
06:57 AM on 10/11/2012
aaaand Republicans/teabillys wonder why we minorities tend to vote against them..
Mr-Mikey: aaaand Republicans/teabillys wonder why we minorities tend to vote against
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Bill Bradleys
6 Fans
09:29 AM on 10/11/2012
Exactly, which shows whites its time to rally together as that is what every other race does.
Bill_Bradleys: Exactly, which shows whites its time to rally together as
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Seattle Noir
I'm not a chocolate dipped white girl.
111 Fans
11:20 AM on 10/11/2012
You have rallied for the last 400yrs!
Seattle_Noir: You have rallied for the last 400yrs!
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Oahu dutchess
Multicultural Universe

118 Fans
11:50 AM on 10/13/2012
why do you use Thomas Jefferson's picture, when he raped a 12 year old?? That's kind of creepy
Oahu_dutchess: why do you use Thomas Jefferson's picture, when he raped
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Typical Boston Liberal
Formal semantics trumps formal grammar
228 Fans
06:13 AM on 10/11/2012
Just let them have their club and stop giving them attention. Take away the microphone and there is much less incentive to speak.
If you're really that offended by this, you need to do some introspection. The club is stupid, but so are the people "protesting" it.
Typical_Boston_Liberal: Just let them have their club and stop giving them
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Why would be WSU "stupid" ? These are student unions at Towson:
http://www.towson.edu/diversity/organizations.asp
Are they all "stupid" ? If not- which are ? By what criterion ?
Bardon: Why would be WSU "stupid" ? These are student unions
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What is wrong with this? IF there is a Black, Asian or Latino Union, by all means those people who consider themselves white
should be free to form a union as well.
MsNRAGirl: What is wrong with this? IF there is a Black,
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Because all white people do not come from the same ethnic lineage..your not all the same..
Candy9: Because all white people do not come from the same
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black people don't all come from the same ethnic group either, nor do latinos. just like there are white people
from scotland or italy, you have black peopel from kenya or nigeria, etc.
Manuel_Rueda: black people don't all come from the same ethnic group
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Because black, latino and asians don't call for the distruction of other races and cultures
Seattle_Noir: Because black, latino and asians don't call for the distruction
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See MEChA.
andreabeth7: See MEChA.
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there allready a white student union its called the clan or KKK
beobnoxious: there allready a white student union its called the clan
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beobnoxious: So the Black student union is the Black Panthers? Your logic is flawed.
MsNRAGirl: beobnoxious: So the Black student union is the Black Panthers?
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actually, it is the KKKK, and they don't meet the school guidelines.
ww6: actually, it is the KKKK, and they don't meet the
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This is just further proof that the election of the first African-American president does not make this a 'post-racial' society.
Unfortunately, racism will always exist. www.firebrandcentral.com
karim1: This is just further proof that the election of the
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Is this college accepting American born citizens or not? Will it accept a Russian over a Georgian? A Dutch over New Yorker?
Looking at me you will never guess my race or where my parents are from. I am mixed. I am an American. And I'll beDamned if
any university in this country doesn't accept me because my ancestors weren't European. whocanisueDOTcom
USminority: Is this college accepting American born citizens or not? Will
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A Message To All Non-Whites:
We're going to form our union anyway - get used to it, as there will be more. Mr. Heimbach, hopefully, has caused an inspirational
spark that will motivate more young whites to regain their self-determination and take this country back. Again, get used to it.
There's going to be a lot more of us where that came from. We don't care what you think and we certainly don't have any
anxieties about this union getting denied as we'll keep trying, and trying and trying and agitating and annoying and irritating you to
no end until we get what we want, which is what we deserve and is rightfully ours. If you don't like it, you know where the door is.
Banastre_Tarleton: A Message To All Non-Whites: We're going to form our
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no wheres the door? so next you will be riding in under sheets carying ropes..how do you intend to take the country
back...reinstate jim crow insert racism and segregation back into every section of society. America belongs to everyone
stop treating other races badly and they wont need a union to protect them..
beobnoxious: no wheres the door? so next you will be riding
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beobnoxious : White people have rights too. America belongs to everyone, right?
MsNRAGirl: beobnoxious : White people have rights too. America belongs to
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Rubbish.
Bardon: Rubbish.
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Bring It!
lilrockdiva: Bring It!
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"Every ethnic group has its own advocacy group but white students don't," Matthew Heimbach, a senior studying U.S. history at
Towson, told The Huffington Post.
White students don't need an advocacy group, they have 'white privilege'. And he's studying US history??? Looks like he needs to
study harder. He appears to have missed the whole Jim Crow and Civil Rights era.
Hey, what kind of name is 'Heimbach' anyway, Jewish or German? ; )
realitycheck101a: "Every ethnic group has its own advocacy group but white
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There is no "white privilege". And, even if it did exist- this has nothing to do with formation of any student union.
"Privileged" groups,if they have some collective identity, have all rights to form their union.
Bardon: There is no "white privilege". And, even if it did
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What rock have you been living under. There is such a thing called white privilege. It's just slowly but surely
evaporating.
Queena: What rock have you been living under. There is such
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No such thing as 'white privilege'? I guess it's just normal that white people get hired ahead of non-whites, get the
better jobs, live in the better areas, go to better schools. It's not a privilege, just a given...
realitycheck101a: No such thing as 'white privilege'? I guess it's just
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Every liberal needs to look 50 years into the past, at least, to find discrimination. How come blacks had a lower out-ofwedlock birthrate and higher educational achievement during segregation? It seems the further we get from slavery and
Jim Crow, the worse blacks are doing in society.
Godmademedoit: Every liberal needs to look 50 years into the past,
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did we have a black president in 1950? or a black person on the supreme court, or business executives??? In
1950, black people were not allowed to vote, not even in 1960, heck not even in 2012
Oahu_dutchess: did we have a black president in 1950? or a
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Discrimination is 50 yrs in the past? WRONG ! ! ! It is STILL affecting people today. You're apparently just
unaware of it because it doesn't affect YOU.
"How come blacks had a lower out-of-wedlock birthrate and higher educational achievement during
segregation?"
Answer: That's because BACK THEN the fabric of the family structure was still cohesive.The negative effects of
living in poverty hadn't yet begun to take its toll on them. Black people (in the inner-cities) are doing worse NOW
because they've been trapped in *generational cycles of poverty* as a result of *socioeconomic segregation*.
POVERTY = CRIME + DRUGS / disintegration of family structure and communities
FYI: All the negative things you see and hear in the news, etc., is about the poverty-stricken black people in the
inner-cities. It doesn't apply to ALL black people...
realitycheck101a: Discrimination is 50 yrs in the past? WRONG ! !
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Why did so many blacks show up? Imagine 99% white people showing up to a black student union lecture? All they want is
conflict. It's like they they think they somehow appease their ancestors and liberate them by sticking it to the white people today.
They are allowed to be way more aggressive and get away with things, and they know it. They see it as rubbing it in white

people's faces because they have free speech and we don't. Being white in 2012 is like being black in 1960 minus the fire hoses
and dogs. Socially, it's reversed.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: Why did so many blacks show up? Imagine 99% white
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yep and thats the way we like it so kiss my black Adidas
beobnoxious: yep and thats the way we like it so kiss
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I thought they would be Jordans
no_dash_american: I thought they would be Jordans
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Well its not staying that way.
Bill_Bradleys: Well its not staying that way.
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YouPeopleAreSoStupid : Racism is alive and well. Liberals want liberty for anyone but a white person.
MsNRAGirl: YouPeopleAreSoStupid : Racism is alive and well. Liberals want liberty
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Well considering you are you using absolutes "You people"; "Liberals" no wonder we are
so separated. Let's not generalize here. All Nonwhites aren't racist just as all Whites
aren't.
#geeze
Shanda_Smalls: Well considering you are you using absolutes "You people"; "Liberals"
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The Huff Post is the antithesis of free speech. I wish we lived in a world where 99% of the things I wish to post must be
approved.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: The Huff Post is the antithesis of free speech. I
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The white male is the most discriminated against person in 2012. The absolute abomination of men by the media, feminists, and
justice department is one totally separate thing. But on top of that, being white today is a curse. It means you must walk on
eggshells if there is 1 non-white person around you. It means you are blamed for things that literally happened 300 years ago
completely out of your control. It means you must live in fear of non-whites who are allowed to be much more aggressive and get
away with it. It means you must pretend to hate your race to be politically correct. It means you cannot take credit for any
accomplishments in the past without being a supremacist. It means you are seen as coddled and spoiled just for not wanting to live
next to black people. It means people view your ancestors as slave holders even though they were in Europe at that time. It means
having to bend over and take it each and everyday without fighting back. It means you must embrace non-whites into your
communities and celebrate your annihilation.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: The white male is the most discriminated against person in
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You are also blamed for what happed 150yrs ago, 100yrs ago, 50yrs ago, and yet you people have not learned to let go
of the fact blacks became free people!
Seattle_Noir: You are also blamed for what happed 150yrs ago, 100yrs
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The insanely negative reaction this proposed union has received proves a white student union is needed. If there was white
privilege and so much white dominance as non-whites claim, then the group would be passed asap without as much as a whisper.
White people are the only race that is held accountable for things their ancestors did 300 years ago. The overwhelming majority of
whites today didn't even have ancestors in the US until 1930 ish. They were in Italy, Ireland, Germany, etc. when blacks were in
America as slaves. It is MADDENING to suggest that we had ANYTHING to do with it. It's the same concept as blaming an
unborn baby for a murder his father committed. It makes ZERO sense. Whites are the only race that constantly has its history
brought up to showcase negativity and brutality. EVERY race has been insanely brutal over the course of history. Many white
people are waking up and are tired of all this anti-white BS. By the way, I would consider myself a Liberal.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: The insanely negative reaction this proposed union has received proves
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I'm not sure you're understanding why there is a negative reaction to this. Conceptually, a White student union is a fine
idea. There is nothing wrong with being proud of one's ethnic identity. However, do you know why black student unions
and groups were formed to begin with? When you're faced with unrelenting institutional discrimination and racism, it helps
to unify. The white privilege you addressed in your post has to do with not having these historical hardships. In the United
States, groups that limited membership to being ethnically white don't exactly have the most positive historical record.
There is a negative (if not threatening) implication that these groups are not focused on helping their members and
advancing themselves despite adversity, but instead the incentive is to isolate themselves from other "inferior" people. I'm
not saying these students have this incentive at all, but the implication is there and due to our history, is relatively
unavoidable. I hope this makes sense.
Eccentricism: I'm not sure you're understanding why there is a negative
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"groups that limited membership to being ethnically white don't exactly have the most positive historical record. "
Sure they do. A century ago, nearly all groups were "whites only". This included most charity and aid
organizations. These indeed had a very positive historical record. Very few "whites only" groups did anything
negative to blacks at all.
"I'm not saying these students have this incentive at all, but the implication is there and due to our history, is
relatively unavoidable."
It's only unavoidable because that's the way you've been taught to think. In reality, no group has ever done as
much good for blacks as white people. If you acknowledged that, you wouldn't have to worry about it at all.
HammerHead0005: "groups that limited membership to being ethnically white don't exactly
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Any minority group is going to face discrimination. How long would I last in Somalia? A White Christian like me
would be killed for walking down the wrong street. If being black in America is so horrible, why not move to
China or the Middle East? Because you know it would be much, much worse. Whites treat blacks better than
blacks treat blacks. Look at black-black violence vs. white-black violence. The only discrimination that exists in
this country anymore is against White Heterosexual Christian Men.
Godmademedoit: Any minority group is going to face discrimination. How long
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A lot of those so called innocent whites joined the racist forces of the whites here when they came over, they were part of
the separation, part of the we will not hire you(even when it was done to them) so you see they are not so innocent after

all. Also most would not be against white unions if they weren't so racist, they are chalking the school white pride (the
rally cry for racists) all over. Also with 68% of the school being white, how is it exactly that the women don't feel safe?
Seattle_Noir: A lot of those so called innocent whites joined the
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Why is it that non-white people seem to think they know what it's like to be a young white person in this country? I would love it if
there was a more unified white population with shared interests and a love of our rich cultural heritage. However, we are vilified
today, for "sins" of our ancestors. The comments displayed here, mostly by anti-white WHITE people are exactly why there is
such a niche for a White Student Union.
By the way, as a Maryland native, and white person, I have never been the majority where I grew up in Prince George's County. I
have always been the minority where I live. This is the case with most people under 24 in this country. The vast number of public
schools in US metro areas have a non-white majority. The average public school in Maryland is 35% white.
SJ_27: Why is it that non-white people seem to think they
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It's not about being vilified for the sins of the ancestors. The outcry is about the socioeconomic discrimination for the 150
yrs POST slavery that still continues TODAY. Like the fact that the majority of blacks live in the poverty stricken innercities, in *generational cycles of poverty* when they only make up 12% of the US population. You may have been in the
minority where YOU lived. However, the majority of people living in the suburbs are white. It's all about "socioeconomic
segregation". I'm sure the average inner-city public school in Baltimore is is less than 35% white.
"I would love it if there was a more unified white population with shared interests and a love of our rich cultural heritage."
Isn't that what country clubs are for? ; ) Seriously though, I'm not coming down on you personally. There are plenty of
clubs and hyphenated American societies to celebrate their European heritage: Irish-American, Italian-American, etc. Just
use google and pick one....
realitycheck101a: It's not about being vilified for the sins of the
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realitycheck101a : I think the point here is that if white students want a white union, why shouldn't they form one?
Can you imagine if we told black students not to form a union, just go join the African American Union, the
Dominican Union, the Cuban Union, etc.... Why should we force them into a category? If white students want a
union, so be it.
MsNRAGirl: realitycheck101a : I think the point here is that if
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"It's not about being vilified for the sins of the ancestors. The outcry is about the socioeconomic discrimination for
the 150 yrs POST slavery that still continues TODAY."
Then they should leave, and go someplace like Liberia, where they aren't oppressed by white people.
"Like the fact that the majority of blacks live in the poverty stricken inner-cities, in *generational cycles of
poverty* when they only make up 12% of the US population."
In Africa, the majority of blacks live on less than two dollars a day. They are phenomenally better off while being
oppressed by white people.
HammerHead0005: "It's not about being vilified for the sins of the
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We know because a good chunk of us "minorities" grew up around you people that's how we know, not all non-whites
are raised in urban blights. I know exactly what whites are like by virture that I was raised around them as many minorities
are.
Seattle_Noir: We know because a good chunk of us "minorities" grew
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Back in 1965, when the United States was 85% white, I could understand the strong reservations that white ethno-political
activism causes. Equally, I could support the ethno-political activism among minorities, such as Hispanics and African-Americans.
After-all, if you are the overwhelming majority you can afford to pursue the "greater good" and support the aspirations of other
groups, even if they may be contrary to your group interests.
But, fast forward to 2012, where white are a minority in many cities (comprising only 28% of LA) and are no longer the majority
in several states (such as CA where they make up 40% of the population), the deep seated taboo against any form of white
ethno-political activism makes very little sense. This is especially true in CA, where Latino, Black and Asian legislative caucuses
unabashedly pursue their group interests, even in municipalities where they form the majority. So, why should whites not do the
same in the said localities?
Either we can promote a political culture in which all INDIVIDUALS pursue their vision of the greater good (such as
environmentalism) or we can continue the development of a system, in which all ethnic GROUPS (including whites) unabashedly
pursue their narrow GROUP interests. You cannot simultaneously foster the growth of 101 other ethno-political groups, such as
La Raza, while insisting that whites pursue the "greater good" rather than what they deem to be the interest of their group.
Jason_Raider: Back in 1965, when the United States was 85% white,
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Some critics of this organization point out that there is no reason for a majority population to organize ethno-identity
advocacy group, particularly because such groups run the risk of becoming hostile to minority populations. For the sake
of the discussion, let's accept this premise. So the questions that arises: Should we be equally wary when (let's say)
Hispanic-Americans, African-Americans and Asian-Americans pursue ethno-political advocacy in the growing numbers
of towns and cities in which they form the majority? And in areas like Los Angeles, where European-Americans are a
minority, is it OK for them to promote their perceived group interests?
Jason_Raider: Some critics of this organization point out that there is
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... and I'm not sure if that is the actual advertisement of their Student Union, but it says a lot. Do black people really advertise like
that?
soulsearchin: ... and I'm not sure if that is the actual
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Not at all!
Seattle_Noir: Not at all!
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I don't see what the problem is, unless they are turning it into a hate filled group. I don't see why white folks create cituations like
this to prove a point anyway... They should be happy they don't have to put a lable on thier ish. Mad about BET, mad about
Black History Month... if I can turn on the Television to any given channel and find all races of people, but we cant. If Black
History was being taught all through out school as part as American History then black folks wouldn't need to create groups.
It's never an issue until you're not the center of attention, then you take notice....
soulsearchin: I don't see what the problem is, unless they are
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The problem is that there is no clear-cut end-date for when non-Whites will stop their demands for special
privileges/recognition. Whites are projected to become a minority by mid-century, yet, I seriously doubt that groups like
the NAACP or La Raza will disband once that happens, nor do I think that BET or other race-based television networks
will voluntarily quit. I honestly believe that we are entering a period in history where America will break apart along racial
lines. Once Whites are reduced to a minority, non-Whites aren't going to set aside their racial-politics and join the new
multicultural utopia, they're going to keep pushing for increasingly larger pieces of the national pie, regardless of if they're
entitled to it or not. The only logical outcome is that Whites will have to join the racial/ethnic fight, they'll have to push their
own racial/ethnic interests, and we will finally become what Teddy Roosevelt warned us about, a "tangle of squabbling
nationalities, an intricate knot of German-Americans, Irish-Americans, English-Americans, French-Americans,
Scandinavian-Americans or Italian-Americans, each preserving its separate nationality, each at heart feeling more
sympathy with Europeans of that nationality, than with the other citizens of the American Republic." In his day, he could
never have saw where what we have become today, but the principle still applies. Welcome to the new-America, a.k.a.
(The Balkans of the New World.)
CDAH: The problem is that there is no clear-cut end-date for
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When this topic is no longer and issue, than non-whites will stop their demands and expect privelages that we
should automatically receive. I would love to go about my every day life without wondering, "was it because I'm
black", regardless if I speak it aloud, the d@mn thought will always be there. Assuming you're non black. How
does it feel? How does it feel to take being white for granted? (sorry, that's the only way I could put it). I take
drinking water from my kitchen sink for granted, wheareas you have people who don't even have a kitchen sink
to drink water from.... you understand where I'm going with this?
soulsearchin: When this topic is no longer and issue, than non-whites
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soulsearchin : So why should we teach about one race? The Black Panthers are a racist group and nobody seems to
complain about their antics. America is a melting pot and nobody should be given preferential treatment.
MsNRAGirl: soulsearchin : So why should we teach about one race?
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I'm not a chocolate dipped white girl.
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Everyone complains about their antics, just because you aren't paying attention doesn't mean it isn't happening.
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I will tell you what the difference between Black Panthers and the KKK. At a Black Panther Rally (back in the
day), people of all races attended..... should I go on?
soulsearchin: I will tell you what the difference between Black Panthers
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What the heck are going to complain about when the school is majority white. Also what rights are they losing because minorities
wish to attend Towson is a threat to their existence, wow. They say knowledge is power. Let me go back and get my Masters.
They really try to take me out then.
SURESHOT40: What the heck are going to complain about when the
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14 Fans
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Why does one have to be the "minority" to want to join a group with other like minded people? There is quite a large
segment of the young white population who are done with being told they are privileged, done with being politically
correct, and done believing the propaganda that their hard work, intelligence and drive was just a matter of
circumstances. Whites are told nonstop how racist they are, how evil our ancestors are, how oppressive whites are.
Maybe, just maybe there are white people who want to be around other whites or are not hostile to their existence. I
mean I am a young white male and I am deeply saddened that EVERY country with a white majority is being flooded
with non-white immigrants by the millions each year. I am talking about indigenous people of Europe being replaced by
foreigners. There are millions who share my concerns, the problem with "PC" (political correctness is only applied to
white thoughts) is that whites are too scared to voice their opinion.
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04:58 AM on 10/11/2012
You said, "I mean I am a young white male and I am deeply saddened that EVERY country with a white majority
is being flooded with non-white immigrants by the millions each year. I am talking about indigenous people of
Europe being replaced by foreigners."
WOW, really??? Imagine how the NATIVES felt when THEIR countries were colonized by the Europeans, with
the resulting murder, rape and slavery of the indegenous.
It's called a (karmic) backlash of colonialism...
realitycheck101a: You said, "I mean I am a young white male
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I tell you what, stop marrying minorities and stick with your people the next 50 years, maybe it will get better for
you all.
SURESHOT40: I tell you what, stop marrying minorities and stick with
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I went to a Historically Black University in the south during the 1990s. Like all public HBCU's, it was founded by the state during
the early 20th century when all schools, including colleges, were segregated. During the '60s and '70s, they were ordered to
desegregate like all other schools. They are now just colleges, not black colleges, but are called HBCU's due to their pre
desegration traditional population. Now, the ratio of the school majority (black) to minority students is similar to most all
universities in America, such as Towson's majority (white) to minority identified students there. My school still offers significant
financial incentives to non black students to comply with desegregation mandates. So to say that only historically white colleges
and universities were affected by desegration is false.
During my time, I was on the SGA and one of the campus organizations was the minority student organization. It was founded by
the white students on campus. No one had a problem with the organization. Their goal was to gain a unified voice with the
majority on campus, which happened to be black students. They wanted to make sure their interests were represented as well.
Huge difference than trying to prove how much you have been slighted by minorities. If that group at Towson is truly trying to
make sure they are represented and are maintaining their cultural identity then OK, but if they are trying to insulate themselves and
marginalize everyone else, then that's suspect.
Flyinghi74: I went to a Historically Black University in the south
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As a black person. I am for it! However, only when whites become the minority!
intj1983: As a black person. I am for it! However, only
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I am black, and I dont care if they have "their own union". It's towson, it's a majority white University. How I know, I live
25 mins from it. They can advocate for their rights considering the demographics of the school, what they are going to
complain about. If they get radical and start messing with my people, then we have a problem. They have the right to
assemble, but not to put their m---f hands on my people.
SURESHOT40: I am black, and I dont care if they have
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Why do you think that they are going to start assaulting non-white people just because they want to start this
group?
Also, "my people"? "Your" people should define your fellow man of any color, as Americans.
Tac_Engineering: Why do you think that they are going to start
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" They have the right to assemble, but not to put their m---f hands on my people. "
Why on earth would they want to put their m---f hands on your people?
andreabeth7: " They have the right to assemble, but not to
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If we Whites, at over 60% of the U.S. Population, can't even start our own student union, the problem is not with other groups, it
rests squarely on our shoulders. We are our own greatest enemy. The White Rights Movement has failed to find a message that
resonates with our people, and the blame for that is ours. Granted, the media is against us, and the people who control most of it
are "White but not quite", however, if we had an effective message, it wouldn't matter what the media or any other small minority
says. Perhaps we need to become a minority. Perhaps we need to lose our empire. I suppose we may have just been a child-king
that wasn't mature enough to rule the world. Maybe some time in the wilderness is what we need to discover just exactly who and
what we are.
CDAH: If we Whites, at over 60% of the U.S. Population,
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What rights have you loss being white? No white Senators, one black Governor, one half black president, who was also
the only black senator the last 10 years. One blk S Ct justice who hates being black, 43.5 of the US. President were
white. Most fortune 500 companies have white CEOS, all Divison Colleges are headed by whites, The entire south is
ruled by white men, 70 pct of Congress is white and majority are from Southern States red as the devil. We make up 11
pct of the population aggregrate that number is even lower. I am sorry your rights are intact. All it takes is most of the
states to ratifcy the COnstitution ending our right to vote, among other domestic issues. You have the U.s. Constitution,
Bill of Rights, what rights have white people loss. What the right to discriminate against others, the right to say no to some
kid who wants to attend your school and pay for it himself, the right to eat at your restaurant, the right to sit in a movie
theatre, the right to walk down a street, what heck rights are you losing.
SURESHOT40: What rights have you loss being white? No white Senators,
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I don't know what your race is, nor do I care. If you are White and you don't see the need for groups that
advocate for our people, you are completely within your rights not to join one. If you are a member of another
race, it is none of your business what Whites do, and we do not need or want your permission to advocate for
our interests, nor do we owe you any explanation.
CDAH: I don't know what your race is, nor do I
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What rights have you lost being white? The right to discriminate base on race is the right I know you people want back.
SURESHOT40: What rights have you lost being white? The right to
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Do blacks really care if there are white student unions? Is that really a major concern?
GlennWatson: Do blacks really care if there are white student unions?
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Black student's might not care but black adults who donate to the school have much concern. This is just what Mitt
Romney want to do if he get in. This is so sad. Hope I never hear about donations from this school again.
openvisions55: Black student's might not care but black adults who donate
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UMBC at Towson 'aint goin' no where any time soon.
themechanicsix: UMBC at Towson 'aint goin' no where any time soon.
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openvisions55: "This is just what Mitt Romney want to do if he get in" Really? It seems to me that Obama is
doing a fine job dividing people.
MsNRAGirl: openvisions55: "This is just what Mitt Romney want to do
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My experience has been that it's rarely non-Whites who have problems with these sorts of things, though there are always
a few. In 95% of the cases I've seen, it's left-wing Whites, not too small a number of whom are Jewish, who raise most of
the fuss.
CDAH: My experience has been that it's rarely non-Whites who have
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If one race has one the other races should be allowed or just have a student union for students of all races.
Mailman: If one race has one the other races should be
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Allowed??? That's our problem as Whites... We keep acting like we need someone else to give us permission to pursue
our interests. If Blacks had waited on Whites to give them the go-ahead on civil rights, they'd still be drinking from
separate water fountains. We need to grow a pair and stop acting like it's somebody else's fault that we can't organize in
support of the issues that matter to us. This group may have encountered detractors, they might have trouble finding a
sponsor, but as far as I can tell, if they and other Whites marched down the street in support of their rights, the cops
wouldn't release the dogs or turn the water hoses on them. Blacks didn't get their rights on a silver platter and neither will
we.
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what are white rights and how are they being taken from white people?
SURESHOT40: what are white rights and how are they being taken
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The problem with white student unions isn't the idea itself necessarily, it's the people who have the idea to form one and join it.
LordPolonius: The problem with white student unions isn't the idea itself
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Really?....So then what is the point of forming a white student union if the members are what make the student union
itself.......the problem?
livewires: Really?....So then what is the point of forming a white
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Funny reading comments about "white privilege." Yes, whites established the United States of America and have been the majority

population the entire time, it would fall in line that they control most of the resources of this nation. Minorities love to talk that talk
about whites but the only countries they want to live in are countries founded and built by whites! In my opinion white people need
to wake up and start taking stances to retain their majority in the United States, as I dont remember ever taking part in a vote
where I said I was ok becoming a minority in the land my forefathers built.
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So true...Fanned
alwaysfarright: So true...Fanned
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Very true. Complaining about "White Privilege" in a country that was created almost entirely by Whites would be like
going over to your good buddy John Smith's house and complaining that he and his family own everything there because
of "Smith Privilege." Then, when he and his family scoff at your accusation, you respond by calling them all a bunch of
familyists.
CDAH: Very true. Complaining about "White Privilege" in a country that
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Or going to Japan to whine about Japanese privilege.
A_Berg: Or going to Japan to whine about Japanese privilege.
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This is very simple to resolve.
If there is a 'black student union', and it is recognized by the school, they have no legal grounds to deny the request, as the
precedent of racially orientated student groups will have already been set. Denying the request would open the door to a racial
discrimination suit.
So, there are two options.
Either approve the request, or eliminate recognition for any and all recially orientated groups on campus.
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Yes, you are right...that is the fair and just thing to do!!!!!!!
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Man I was almost giving up hope, but you saved it for a bit longer at least.
Juda_Farmer: Man I was almost giving up hope, but you saved
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Sorry, i am not quite sure what you mean.
jstanavgguy: Sorry, i am not quite sure what you mean.
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The fact that this guy is having such a hard time starting this organization is proof of why it's needed. If Blacks had never been
oppressed in America, groups advocating for them would have never had to meet in secret locations at the beginning. If Blacks
had never been oppressed, Rosa Parks would not be known today because she would never have been asked to give up her
seat. I'm not in any way saying that Whites face that level of oppression, or anywhere even remotely close to it, but it still does
illustrate my point, albeit in an extreme way. If Whites didn't experience any collective hostility from other groups, why is this a
story? Why did his organization have to pay over $1,000 for security? If Whites, as the current majority group, face so much
resistance to forming the same type of group that other racial/ethnic groups are encouraged to have, how much harder will it be
when we're a minority by mid-century? Do we really want to wait and see?
In the Bible it says: "and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more."
But Benjamin Franklin wisely said: "He who beats his sword into a plowshare ends up plowing for those who kept their swords."
Whites have unilaterally disarmed. We have abandoned group solidarity without demanding the same from others.
CDAH: The fact that this guy is having such a hard
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Your last two sentences are spot on and most whites do not understand this dilemma. We are the only race that has
disarmed while all the other races continue to advance their interests at our expense. On top of that we have a birthright to
our nations that our forefathers built, we do not owe our nations to any other types of people. How has it become
virtuous for the white man to step aside and become minorities in the countries their fathers built? It makes no sense, who
has been perpetrating this lie?
Bill_Bradleys: Your last two sentences are spot on and most whites
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Our elected officials have been perpetrating this lie...White people need to wake up before it is too late.
alwaysfarright: Our elected officials have been perpetrating this lie...White people need
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Says who? Where is it written that you are Entitled to something which you "individually" did not build. because
your skin is white does not mean nothing.
SURESHOT40: Says who? Where is it written that you are Entitled
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i, as a mexican american, see noting wrong with this. im confused by the "controversy". theyre not promoting hate or violence. i
say its a good thing. itll remind everyone that its OK to be proud of your race, your culture, your language/s, where you come
from or where your family came from. here in phoenix, az a brand new irish cultural center has had its grand opening! im excited
to go! people can do research on their family history, their culture and race! its ok. people need to see diversity and embrace it!
racismexists: i, as a mexican american, see noting wrong with this.
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Diversity is a weakness, not a strength. We don't want diversity in the United States, diversity in the United States means
that whites have to celebrate their dwindling numbers and influence in their homelands.
Bill_Bradleys: Diversity is a weakness, not a strength. We don't want
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As long as they aren't doing anything illegal, or inciting violence against other races I say let 'em have their group. I doubt that will
be the case though with this guy who does things that he knows are racially insensitive. We certainly shouldn't stop them from
forming a group just because we don't agree with what they say, otherwise where does that type of censorship end.
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Why isn't this article in the "White Voices" section? Oh, yes, there isn't one.
White_Diamond: Why isn't this article in the "White Voices" section? Oh,
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That section would be BANNED by HPost
themechanicsix: That section would be BANNED by HPost
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Our entire society is the White Voices section...please have a seat.
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Haven''t been to California in the last twenty years?
White_Diamond: Haven''t been to California in the last twenty years?
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Been to Georgia? Ohio? NY? and of the southern states? Are you completely daft or do NEED to cling to the
dogma to excuse some flaw in yourself?
I wonder though,. who IS perpetuating the race stuff? Is it the whites or is it everyone who isn't?
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If it was a group promoting culture and traditions....like Irish/German/Lithuania ect. I don't think people
would care. Infact I have been at schools were all three exist and I never gave it a second thought.
Fellowship is one thing...expressing hate towards other groups shouldn't be supported by any institute of
higher learning no matter what race, color, creed, or ethnic group. IMHO
Shanda_Smalls: If it was a group promoting culture and traditions....like Irish/German/Lithuania
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Well each of those groups, would at least be giving the chance to prove you wrong. In fact, they would be given
recognition or sue someone to get it. They can say whatever they want, about any one they want and if they can't, they
will sue to get it.
Whites on the other hand, have to watch every word for fear some other race will have a fit and sue, because whites
owned slaves back in the day and now we all have to pay for it. Mexico is a sh&&hole, so we have to pay for it. And if
we dont want to pay, then we're shunned as racists or hatemongers.
They get it both ways, we somehow do not.
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Sorry but I read this twice and couldn't make much sense out of it, Not sure why you are
aguring with me when I think (from what I can understand from your post) I don't disagree
that any group NOT promoting hate should be allowed.
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Irish, German or Lithuanian student groups do exactly what you said- celebrate a culture based on national origin,
language and customs. Black student unions don't. They seem to be strictly race based.
Is the culture of Ethiopia similar to that of Kenya? No. But you don't see an Ethiopian student group or a Kenyan student
group. Typically they're merged into a black student group.
When I was in college, the dashiki was the "uniform" of the black student groups. However, the dashiki comes from
western Africa. It would be unusual for someone in Botswana or Zimbabwe to consider it traditional dress. Sort of like
someone belonging to an Italian student group considering a kilt as a traditional Italian garment.

Same with language, food, music, art, everything that's supposed to be promoted or celebrated by these groups.
Having a White Student Union does seem, to me, to be a waste of time and space but, as long as they don't start
preaching hate or advocating violence, I don't see any problem with it.
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Well, considering that Black Culture is not the majority and our culture was mostly erased
when we were brought here I don't know how you can say that a black Student Union
isn't doing those things (fellowship amongst people with cultural bonds in common.)
Have you ever been in a Black student union (yes, at my school ANYONE could join) we
did fellowship, went to church, went to cultural events, saw Black artists, had debates
about the plight of the community and how to improve it, even how to improve race
relations with the majority culture....so not sure how you can talk about something if you are not really familiar
with what goes on there.
Plus, I think you tell your age when speaking of your college experience...I don't deny some of those groups were
exclusionary and not about celebration, but I have not experienced those myself.
Shanda_Smalls: Well, considering that Black Culture is not the majority and
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I'm surprised that one of my top Graduate School choices is having this issue. This school actually only
took 10 people for my program a year and prided it's self on diversity and picking a cohort that
complimented each other. I was overwhelmed when I was chosen... unfortunately they waited until LATE
summer to make their offer and I had already moved to Florida and had started summer session. But after
reading this, I am more than glad I didn't end u at this school!
Shanda_Smalls: I'm surprised that one of my top Graduate School choices
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Maryland is a Communist anti business state. Your better off not here.
themechanicsix: Maryland is a Communist anti business state. Your better off
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More to the point, I'm not entirely sure why anyone else would CARE if he starts a white student union. Why shouldn't he? There
are already student unions for other ethnic groups, and a general student union for everyone. So why shouldn't whites have one?
White people forming and joining a white-only student union aren't preventing anyone else from doing anything.
In a way, it's a lot like the argument in favor of gay marriage. If gay people get married, that doesn't prevent straights from getting

married, so what exactly is your justification for stopping them?
What is anyone's justification for stopping this guy from starting a white student union, if this does not prevent anyone else from
doing what they want.
In this case, of course, as is increasingly the case, it is liberals who are the enemies of freedom. The best they can come up with is:
Ceballos doesn't think Heimbach gets it. 'The nature of minority student groups on campus has always been an avenue for selfexpression, empowerment, solidarity and social engagement in a predominantly white institution,' Ceballos said, with that institution
being the college campus.
OK. But who cares? Who says that that's what an ethnic organization HAS to be? Why shouldn't they be free to make their
organization whatever they want, as long as they're not interfering with the rights of anyone else?
HammerHead0005: More to the point, I'm not entirely sure why anyone
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I've said it once and I'll say it again.....Let's pick our battles wisely people! Really,... let them have their club. Better to have the
devil you know rather than the one you don't.
Sablescorpion: I've said it once and I'll say it again.....Let's pick
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"the devil"..............haha, funny.
Tickyul_Tickyul: "the devil"..............haha, funny.
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"Better to have the devil you know rather than the one you don't."
Is that how you describe a White Union?
themechanicsix: "Better to have the devil you know rather than the
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Ever heard of analogy?
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"administrators and the student government walking a fine line between students' First Amendment rights and avoiding what many
are calling outright racism at the Maryland university."
News flash: That's what the First Amendment is for. Protecting unpopular speech. Popular speech doesn't need to be protected.
"Taylor is described by the Southern Poverty Law Center as a 'white nationalist' who has argued black hate crimes against whites
exponentially outnumber white-on-black hate crimes."
I could be wrong, but I don't think that's exactly what he said. Obviously, in a country where most of the people are white, most
of the crimes of EVERY type are going to be committed by white people. His point, I believe, was that, if you take that fact into
account, the average black person is far more likely to commit a hate crime against a white person than the average white person
is to commit one against a black person.
And he's done more than just "argue" that. He's gone through the statistics to make a pretty convincing case.
But that's not really the point. He could be right, he could be wrong. I don't really know enough about it to say for sure. But if he's
wrong, why not say that he's wrong? What if it turns out that he IS right? Should he not say it? Is he a terrible, horrible man for
pointing out a simple fact, even if it turns out to be true?
HammerHead0005: "administrators and the student government walking a fine line between
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You would be wrong blacks who make up 13% of the population commite over 1/2 of all murders. In NYC a freedome
of information act request showed that 98% of all known NYC gun crime was commited by blacks and hispanics, yet
asians whites, pacific islanders and native americans in NYC make up about 1/2 the population.
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You're right, and I guess I should have phrased that differently. Maybe something like "Obviously, in a country
where most of the people are white, you would EXPECT that the majority of crimes are going to be committed
by white people.".
HammerHead0005: You're right, and I guess I should have phrased that
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This is a matter of principle. Either every student group has the right to for a student union, on none. It's not a matter of
"minority" (there are 3 women's groups & women are more than 60% of the student body). There is at least one blacks' groupthat's right, a racial group, a few feminist, some Muslim, Hispanic, Greek, a few homosexual groups etc. So- why this opposition
to white student union ? Evidently, people of white European ancestry have some common ethnic & cultural identity different from
Hispanic, black, Asian etc. And they want to affirm it, cherish it & expose those who try to belittle it. Essentially- black, Asian and
Hispanic are racial groups. What does anyone have against establishment of another racial student group ? Not a single white

person who does not belong to this student union can be forced to join it. And- do black, Hispanic or Chinese and other Asian
groups want to see students of Polish, German, English or Irish ancestry, white phenotype, among them ?
So, it's a matter of principle. It's about democracy.
Bardon: This is a matter of principle. Either every student group
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A person with one black parent and one white parent would be welcome at the black student union but not at the white
student union. That's the difference. If the white student union were indeed about affirming European ancestry (as you
falsely imply), it would consider all people with European ancestry to be "white", regardless of what other ancestry they
may have. But it does not. What it does is exclude people with non-European ancestry, thereby showing it is about
belittling non-European ancestry.
DWFDestroyer: A person with one black parent and one white parent
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"A person with one black parent and one white parent would be welcome at the black student union but not at
the white student union. "
Says who besides you? In order to follow the university guidelines that apply to all groups, no one can be
excluded because of their race.
"The organization has the right to exist as long as they follow all the rights and regulations; we cannot stop a group
from forming an organization," Collins said. "No student organization on our campus can in fact restrict by race
membership."
andreabeth7: "A person with one black parent and one white parent
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In haiti when blacks killed the whites they killed the 1/2 whites as well, thats why the dominican republic which
shares an island with haiti has a higher avg IQ and defend their border better than we do ours
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What's wrong with forming a white club? There are black clubs, hispanic clubs, so, why is everyone up in arms over it. Look,
even the Huffington Post has "Black Voice" as well as "Hispanic Voice" but not a "White Voice". Let everyone have their own
club/voice.
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Wow the privileged want more privilege.
v8don740: Wow the privileged want more privilege.
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What is such a "privilege" about starting a club or joining one? What do you think is going to be so great about the white
student union that membership will be such a privilege?
HammerHead0005: What is such a "privilege" about starting a club or
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Phewwwww.....just flew over your head.
v8don740: Phewwwww.....just flew over your head.
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Shut up with that canard of white privilege.
Bardon: Shut up with that canard of white privilege.
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If this were a Black or Hispanic person trying to form a club, nobody would say a word.
tipdrip215: If this were a Black or Hispanic person trying to
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Sorry tipdrip flagged you by mistake.
BUSFREAK: Sorry tipdrip flagged you by mistake.
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How long have whites been represented and privileged in this country? Everything certain whites cry about they can thank
their ancestors for all those things.
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We all deserve to be represented and privileged. For some reason there are groups of minorities and their
supporters and apologists running around with a "holier than thou" attitude that think we still owe them favors.
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If white people are so mean to you, then why aren't you happy that guys like Matthew Heimbach want to be left
alone, to be in a club without blacks? Shouldn't you be excited to find out that they want a club all of their own,
without any black people in it to oppress?
Why is it that, if whites are so mean to blacks, blacks DEMAND the right to be members of every club that
whites form? Why do you want to be around us so much, if we're so cruel to you?
HammerHead0005: If white people are so mean to you, then why
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...and now they need to sandblast the first five lines of Lazarus's "The New Colossus" from the base of the Statue of Liberty; if
they know what it is.
Southernthinker: ...and now they need to sandblast the first five lines
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I think you mean the last five lines, thinker.
But why should they? Because they don't want the huddled masses and wretched refuse to join their club?
Do you want the huddled masses moving into your living room? Would you allow the wretched refuse to sleep on your
couch? No? Then I guess you're as anti-American as they are.
HammerHead0005: I think you mean the last five lines, thinker. But
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They are/ 0nce were most of U S but that's the beauty of the line [From her beacon-hand Glows world-wide
welcome;]
So much for acceptance and...
Southernthinker: They are/ 0nce were most of U S but that's
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It appears that you are the one lacking in knowledge. Explain why the first five lines of "The New Colossus" will need to
be sandblasted.
Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
andreabeth7: It appears that you are the one lacking in knowledge.
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.Yep!!! [From her beacon-hand Glows world-wide welcome]
Southernthinker: .Yep!!! [From her beacon-hand Glows world-wide welcome]
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I think they tried that at the University of Alabama back in the 50’s. It didn’t work.
dwill123: I think they tried that at the University of Alabama
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think they'll let white gays in the club?
callemlikeiseeem: think they'll let white gays in the club?
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Only if they stay in the back..... Get it
BUSFREAK: Only if they stay in the back..... Get it
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If they're white- why not ? After all, Plato, Michelangelo, Tchaikovsky, Proust, Turing, .. were both whites AND gays.
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Oh I hear you. I just doubt the present-day America right would agree to allow them in.
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A student organization has to meet the qualifications set forth by the higer education instution where they are students. Once they
do, then the they have to be recognized and have the opportunities afforded all other student organizations at that college.
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"say it loud im white and im proud" some folks want you to feel ashamed of being white."white is a beautiful color" some folks
want you to be ashamed of being white."i love my whiteness" and "its a white thang" Some folks want you to be ashamed to be
white.
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Right on man, I'm brown and proud. I think everyone should be proud of there race.
BUSFREAK: Right on man, I'm brown and proud. I think everyone
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What's the big deal? It's just a club.
BigWillyG: What's the big deal? It's just a club.
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students make-up about 80 to 95% of the student body, everything on campus is presented through a white point-of-view which
is fine. There reason you have a Black or Hispanic student union is not about RACE, it’s about having a voice on a predominate
white campus. White people, look at the filer it said “LOVE YOUR RACE” If anyone of you went to college or a university tell
where have you ever see a sign like that promoted by a Black or Hispanic student union. Giving your history worldwide and the
current level of racial tension here in America , this is a red flag to minorities. Now white folk please tell me, is being the majority
not good enough for you? What is the need of a white student union? What white issue are not being address on white dominate
campus. Please tell us minorities how hard it is to be white in America. White people I can respect you but you know this is some
BS. Right?
Ronnie_Shanks: students make-up about 80 to 95% of the student body,
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I guess it is like the congressional black caucus. Now that is some BS.
BUSFREAK: I guess it is like the congressional black caucus. Now
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481 Fans
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It has been the Congressional White Caucus for years. Did you know there was a Hispanic Congressional
Caucus too? Get over it.
keith1963: It has been the Congressional White Caucus for years. Did
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@ronnie shanks -- I suppose they want to form it for the same reason the black student union is formed. What seems to
be the problem? You shouldn't be looking for trouble when there is none.
notalwaysfittoprint: @ronnie shanks -- I suppose they want to form it
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367 Fans
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Isn't it racist to have the NAACP, Miss Black America, Ebony magazine, etc? Should we start organizations that are National
Advancement for White People, Miss White America, and White Magazine? When are blacks going to consider themselves as
Americans and not go by the color of their skin?
ANewSpirit: Isn't it racist to have the NAACP, Miss Black America,
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When white folk start treating us as Americans and not judging us by the color of our skin.
Ronnie_Shanks: When white folk start treating us as Americans and not
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ronnie shanks? sounds madeup like everything else he complains about.
milles_manson: ronnie shanks? sounds madeup like everything else he complains about.
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@Ronnie Shanks -- you mean like "African Americans", not just Americans. You see, you are setting yourself
apart by adding the "African" part. Have you ever heard of someone say: "I am White American"? I don't think
so.
notalwaysfittoprint: @Ronnie Shanks -- you mean like "African Americans", not just
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10-year Army veteran
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Did you know whites helped start the NAACP? What's your issue with Miss Black America? Black women weren't
represented in those white pageants for years. You're crying over Ebony? Fool, how many magazines only put whites in
them. You forgot about Jet. Don't worry about us. We are Americans but whites since Plymouth Rock have not agreed.
keith1963: Did you know whites helped start the NAACP? What's your
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23 Fans
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Let them have a fickle lip paying union, America aa a class Black president.
indeno65: Let them have a fickle lip paying union, America aa
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Give them white kids their union
hazeleyes727: Give them white kids their union
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Wow! I just watched the video! It seems the student who wants to start this white student union may want to out of hate.Just like
we cant change the past of slavery,we cant change the fact that the south lost the civil war(thank God).Some people try to say that
the civil war was about the federal gov wanting more power,but those are the same people that say slavery wasnt that bad and it
was just business,Thats bullsh&^ slavery was about hate!! Just black people should move on from slavery(not forget,just not let it
hold us back)white hate groups need to except the fact that black people have contributed many things to OUR COUNTRY
including their lives.Black people are not slaves anymore and we never will be again,so we have to learn how to peacefully coexist
or NO ONE WINS!!!!!! To any white person that blames all the crime on black people remember that unfortunately blacks kill
other blacks more than blacks kill white people,but at the same time almost every time some innocent white child is raped or
kidnapped it is at the hands of a white man!!We must stop all this hate and foolishness and work together or at the very least
peacefully coexist!!!!
GCI: Wow! I just watched the video! It seems the student
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alwaysfarright
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Black people who are upset over slavery need to direct their anger at their own ancestors who sold them into slavery.
They also need to do something about the on-going slavery in Africa. Time the blacks walk the talk.
alwaysfarright: Black people who are upset over slavery need to direct
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Fannie Lou Hamer - A true american hero
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I do not understand the fuss. this is forward thinking of these white students. They know that by the time they have kids in college
whites will be a minority.
I just hope as minorities they do not have to go threw ANYTHING close to what todays minorities had to go through and hence
the actual reasons for black or latino student unions.
proudlyliberal23: I do not understand the fuss. this is forward thinking
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they will have to pay taxes to support the majority on non productive people. While whites are going to be a minority
47% of adults pay no income tax.
Stevmlller: they will have to pay taxes to support the majority
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I dont understand your comment.
Majority of people on FOOD STAMPS, PELL GRANTS, WELFARE, SOCIAL SECURITY, DISABILITY,
MEDICARE and MEDICAID are white.
What are your trying to say?
proudlyliberal23: I dont understand your comment. Majority of people on FOOD
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Isn't the USA essentially the white student union?
AlfredMDJD: Isn't the USA essentially the white student union?
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They need the sudent union because minorities are harder to hang in the 21st century.
freedom1947: They need the sudent union because minorities are harder to
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So you agree they should have the white student union?
andreabeth7: So you agree they should have the white student union?
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They're too dumb to figure that out.
clfrank2002: They're too dumb to figure that out.
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I dont know where to begin.First of all just because white people are the dominate racial group in this country should not mean
that this kid cant start a student union for white students as long as it follows the same rules as other unions.So called minorities( I
HATE THAT TERM) can start unions based around there respective cultures so why cant white students start a union and
embrace their culture?The only problem I see with this is if it is based around hate ,I would be great if black students joined and
maybe they could all learn to understand each other.It is impossible to completely erase the effect of racial discrimination in this
country,so I think the best thing for black students to do is get the best education possible and start their own companies that give
everyone a fair chance at employment,but no matter what there will always be tension among different racial groups,as long as it
doesnt cross the line of criminality we must all except that reality.
GCI: I dont know where to begin.First of all just because
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Why do you hate the term minority? What term do you prefer to use?
AlfredMDJD: Why do you hate the term minority? What term do
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Good question.I hate that term because it implies that black people are some how minor and that white people
are major and to me it carries a negative co notation.We no longer use terms like negro or colored to describe
black people and I think that term has no place in our time.When identifying race I thing terms such as
Black,African American or American show more respect to who we are as a race.Why what terms do you think
should be used?
GCI: Good question.I hate that term because it implies that black
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This is my last time!!I keep replying and they are not posting.I hate that term because it carries a negative
connotation.Just like all the other terms that where used to describe black people are not used anymore the term
minority is out dated.Whites are the numerical majority in this country ,so what,we do not need more terms to
divide us as Americans.People should be called terms that relate to their ethnicity out of respect but terms like
major and minor in regards to people just causes more hate.I said alot more in my other post but Im tired of
typing .PEACE.
GCI: This is my last time!!I keep replying and they are
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So called minorities( I HATE THAT TERM) ......Whites are the majority so what do suggest everyone else should be
called?
hazeleyes727: So called minorities( I HATE THAT TERM) ......Whites are the
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Non-whites.
mlowejazz: Non-whites.
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I like the idea, if other groups can have their own student union, why not Whites ?

After all, we are a nation of diversity and tolerance, right ?
BeasTT: I like the idea, if other groups can have their
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It's not that they can't, it's just rather silly. Other groups have student unions because they are in a minority. White people
are the majority. So essentially, just being there is their student union. But whatever floats your boat or finds your lost
remote.
clfrank2002: It's not that they can't, it's just rather silly. Other
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I don't think it is silly at all. Also, does it really have anything to do with minority/majority?
notalwaysfittoprint: I don't think it is silly at all. Also, does
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MAJORITY DOES NOT MATTER. First of all, if you look at the stats, whites are QUICKLY dropping off the
population map. In only about 20 years whites will truly be a minority. According to your logic, you want feminist
groups outlawed too? You said majorities don't need groups. So say bye bye to feminist groups because women
make up 60% of college students...a majority. Isn't it great to see logic?
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: MAJORITY DOES NOT MATTER. First of all, if you look
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There is nothing wrong with a White Students' Union, especially if it is open to everybody and most importantly, DOES NOT
PROMOTE HATE. We had a Caribbean students Union which was open to everyone, including the whiteboy from Pennsylvania
who came for the spicy food and the Jewish boy from Long Island who was fascinated by the way Caribbean women danced.
Nothing wrong with having a white students' union as long as, and I repeat, it does not promote Hate.
LaFemmeSASE: There is nothing wrong with a White Students' Union, especially
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My thoughts exactly!

GCI: My thoughts exactly!
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And if a majority of members just happen to disagree with the "founder", and elect a board that wants to pursue their
interest in, say, examining White privilege, then more the power to them. These YWC folks seem to forget how easily
marginalized their ideas are.
JB_frm_NC: And if a majority of members just happen to disagree
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You know the problem was their first guest, a hate monger. If they had invited Paula Deen to do a session on
some country style home cooking from the South, people would be lining up to join and it would not have been a
problem. (except for the heaps of sugar and butter).
LaFemmeSASE: You know the problem was their first guest, a hate
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Exactly, its funny that they can't see that times are changing and young people are less inclined to hate someone
based on race than even 20 yrs ago. Anyway hate takes up a lot of energy and you know you've got homework,
projects, midterms, finals not to mention the frat parties, football games and lacross...where are you gonna fit in
all that hate?
All joking aside...I live in Maryland and we're in a new era. The kids just ain't as racist as they used to be and lets
not get into the growing number of interracial students. Trust me, let it happen and that club will fizz out all on its
own.
Sablescorpion: Exactly, its funny that they can't see that times are
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Why not a white union?
Makes no sense to call it racism.
Capt_X: Why not a white union? Makes no sense to call
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Um, can't the student assembly just decline to give it money? Students on campus can form any group they want, the student
assembly doesn't have to recognize it.
Also, just to be technical about it, Towson is like 70 percent white. Aren't white students pretty well represented by the regular
student union?
CommentGuy2: Um, can't the student assembly just decline to give it
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It is what it is
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That would be blatant discrimination and as such they would then be opening themselves up to a lawsuit.
If it is allowed for other groups then singling one out and denying it the same ability is wrong - period.
Now if there are proven and group sponsored rac/ism activities then it could be denied on that basis but again the
EXACT same rules apply to ALL other groups. So if they investigate this group and find some speaker has been labeled
by the joke SPLC as a "ha/te" person then it is meaningless just as if some other group has unfounded critics against a
member of that organization.
dtairtime: That would be blatant discrimination and as such they would
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Nothing to do with representation. Thus, feminist groups exist. It's about promoting love for your people and talking about
relevant issues.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: Nothing to do with representation. Thus, feminist groups exist. It's
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Its not the point that the students want to start a white student union. Honestly, Im black and I feel that every race has a group of
their own, usually being the minorities of the school. The African American union, Hispinic Union, Asian American, Chinese
American union etc. The problem is that in this country when you get a group of white people together, a very negative stigma
surrounds that. The KKK being the main one, however whites can say the same about black "black panther party". Nonetheless
in this country there have been far more racial incidents and racial backlash from "white unions", not jut black people, but against
jewish, gays, women, etc. So naturally of course people who arent white are going to immediately assume it is for bad intentions!
shae88: Its not the point that the students want to start
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No they can't say the same thing about the Panthers. Do not compare the KKK with the Panthers. There is a big
difference.
The KKK was created out of pure racism and white superiority mentality. The Panthers was created to fight oppression
and equality for Black people. Just like anyone or any group who stands up to whiter superioirty it's a problem and the
Panthers have been labeled just like MLK, Malcom, Farrakhan, Medgar Evers, Fannie Lou Hammer, Nelson Mandela
and countless others.
Their reasoning behind wanting a White union is interesting, seeing as though it was the actions of white people which led
to the racial problems in this country. Racism in America is as American as apple pie.
TRUTHHURTS500: No they can't say the same thing about the Panthers.
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Right I totally agree with you, I did not mean that the Black Panthers were made as a "hate group" I meant that
black people have had their own "parties" in which white people consider "racist". Im not comparing KKK to
Black Panthers.. like apples and oranges, and yes Racism in this country is extremely real.
shae88: Right I totally agree with you, I did not mean
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So, are you saying that white people are racist and black people are not?
notalwaysfittoprint: So, are you saying that white people are racist and
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When you're first staunch supporter is a well known hatemonger, well....what are you supposed to think?
And seriously the New Black Panthers? They are a far cry from the original group created in the 60's....extremely far so
I'm not sure which group you're referring to.
Sablescorpion: When you're first staunch supporter is a well known hatemonger,
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Jared Taylor is no hatemonger, you just don't like the fact that he speaks the truth about the disproportionate
amount of black-on-white crime.
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22 Fans
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Stolen from another poster...
"It sickens me when I hear people blather on about “reverse discrimination” and their rights being suppressed because some
miniscule percentage of their privilege has been infringed upon. And as an educator, it saddens me to see young people who lack
the rational skills to realize that if you drop from having 100% of everything to having 90% of everything you are not being
deprived."
dveo: Stolen from another poster... "It sickens me when I hear
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152 Fans
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Your lack of tolerance and understanding is unacceptable.
If the group in question feels that way, then it is your job to RESPECT their feelings.
The world does not revolve on what YOU think, but what we all think.
Now, can I use the freeway, or does that belong to you as well ?
BeasTT: Your lack of tolerance and understanding is unacceptable. If the
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"It sickens me when I hear people blather on about “reverse discrimination” and their rights being suppressed
because some miniscule percentage of their privilege has been infringed upon." Meaning...the privileged need to
stop whinning. "I want everything even though i already have everything." cut it out
dveo: "It sickens me when I hear people blather on about
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I agree. There is no such thing as "reverse discrimination" and "reverse racism". There's just racism and discrimination.
clfrank2002: I agree. There is no such thing as "reverse discrimination"
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-another one who thinks history started with his DOB.
ProfessorBIGWUN: -another one who thinks history started with his DOB.
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history started a lot longer for white people. There are 2000+yo concrete aqueducts that still provide european cities with
water yet white people fly to africa to dig wells for the natives. Newton invented calculus before sub sahara africa had
writing, so without writing we cant find out history of Kuru in africa beyond when white people identified it.
Stevmlller: history started a lot longer for white people. There are
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sweetpatriot
A life long learner,5 languages speaker
634 Fans
02:18 PM on 10/10/2012
I would like to join this WSU LOL, in college we use to have a lot of white in black student union.I suspect there will be a lot of
kkk kids
sweetpatriot: I would like to join this WSU LOL, in college
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02:13 PM on 10/10/2012
Northeast-Asians and Jews are two groups that are both economically more successful than European-Americans. Presumably,
they are permitted to have a student groups as well. These double standards are getting very, very tiresome.
22Keys: Northeast-Asians and Jews are two groups that are both economically
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TRUTHHURTS500
226 Fans
02:57 PM on 10/10/2012
Read the real history of America and their racist, imperialistic ways.White people taught hatred and racial superiority to
their kids. Ask them why this country is so racist.
You can be tired all you want. No one created racism in America but White people, now it's tiresome to you...lol
TRUTHHURTS500: Read the real history of America and their racist, imperialistic
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866 Fans
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You need to read a little history yourself.
Few groups do not have a history of intolerance towards others and towards themselves by others.
Look at the Irish, Catholics, etc.
The point is an entire demographic "GROUP" can't be found guilty of something because a SMALL minority
within that group has decided to do bad things. To do otherwise shows nothing but a lack of knowledge of the
vast number of whites who have fought hard for other groups, projection and intolerance on your part.
dtairtime: You need to read a little history yourself. Few groups
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notalwaysfittoprint
2349 Fans
07:09 PM on 10/10/2012
@Truthhurts500 -- I see the claws coming out. Sounds like you hate certain people and are a bit of a racist
yourself.
notalwaysfittoprint: @Truthhurts500 -- I see the claws coming out. Sounds like
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They should be able to start this white group...why not? But it would be so interesting to see the students of color join it too, just
like some white students have joined the black student group, since they would not be allowed to discriminate based on color.
This student is just trying to make a point, so let him make it and see where he goes from there. But I really do hope students of
color join it as well.
dcruz1122: They should be able to start this white group...why not?
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The problem is who he brought in to back his cause. This group will provoke incidents with minorities on campus.
Fran_Jaime: The problem is who he brought in to back his
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If all the critics have is the word of the SPLC then they have less than nothing.
That group has turned into nothing more than a money laundering operation by Dees.
One look at their listing of "ha/te groups" reveals lots. They have tons of white groups a few black groups and
NO OTHERS. They refuse to accept any other demographic has ha/te groups while anyone with a second grade
education knows that is false. They also list about EVERY organization that has concerns over our record
immigration levels and thus the environment/sustainability as a ha/te group.
dtairtime: If all the critics have is the word of the
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notalwaysfittoprint
2349 Fans
07:18 PM on 10/10/2012
The campus police will take care of it if this happens.
notalwaysfittoprint: The campus police will take care of it if this
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Just1Ashley
16 Fans
01:55 PM on 10/10/2012
I'm curious, what kind of activities would a White Student Union partake in?
Just1Ashley: I'm curious, what kind of activities would a White Student
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ugly american
Just say "No!" But to What?
809 Fans
02:17 PM on 10/10/2012
"Athletics for Antebellum Southern Belles?"
ugly_american: "Athletics for Antebellum Southern Belles?"
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Just-a-Guy
'cuz youd rather talk to someone you disagree with
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02:36 PM on 10/10/2012
Step team competitions
Just-a-Guy: Step team competitions
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LOL They do have some really good step teams.
Mh8: LOL They do have some really good step teams.
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Pdu8s
9 Fans
01:48 PM on 10/10/2012
the people behind this are like the little spoiled kid who gets everything he wants, but because he can't have that ONE thing, he is
going to pitch a fit over it. The reason that this is wrong, and it is ok for us to have black student unions, for example, is due to the
fact that society is still completely unequal. non-white student unions give non-white students a place for solidarity and
understanding, considering that the complete entirety of the rest of society is white-oriented. Until whites (and I am one) have no
power in government or wealth, then they we shouldn't do stupid stunts like this. This is would be exactly like Mitt Romney going
on food stamps when he was unemployed for "fairness'" sake.
Pdu8s: the people behind this are like the little spoiled kid
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THIS!!!!!!
dveo: THIS!!!!!!
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F&F.. wells said
shae88: F&F.. wells said
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01:36 PM on 10/10/2012
I don't see anything wrong with it. I just think it would be a very funny and interesting organization, because culturally whites can
be VERY different.
Danilo-11: I don't see anything wrong with it. I just think
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We have heard much about the 'changing demographics of America'. About how white people will no longer be the majority.
About the influx of millions and millions of Mexican nationals who procreate at a much faster rate than whites (for the most part).
So if white people are now in the minority....what's the problem?
I'm going to apply for affirmative action at my first opportunity. My white minority kids are going to need every break they can get
to survive in a brown-dominated society. :)
Just-a-Guy: We have heard much about the 'changing demographics of America'.
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...............There are affirmative action applications?
Just1Ashley: ...............There are affirmative action applications?
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02:12 PM on 10/10/2012
I don't know. I've never been a minority before.
Is there? What is the process I need to take so my kids can get preferential treatment when applying to
universities?
Just-a-Guy: I don't know. I've never been a minority before. Is
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YouPeopleAreSoStupid
2 Fans
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You would know Ashley, not us. We don't have black privilege.
YouPeopleAreSoStupid: You would know Ashley, not us. We don't have black
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02:15 PM on 10/10/2012
please don't get into the mexican or illegals... from wherever....problem.. that's something that will have me yelling all
day...
liberalbarbwire: please don't get into the mexican or illegals... from wherever....problem..
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Maybe you need to get stuff off your chest?
Go ahead...I'll listen if you want. :)
Just-a-Guy: Maybe you need to get stuff off your chest? Go
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You need to yell? Well, go ahead, yell, and get it off your chest. Hope you feel better.
notalwaysfittoprint: You need to yell? Well, go ahead, yell, and get
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This makes me so sad, this group is not trying to uplift anyone or anything, they are trying to divide, if they weren't then why is the
invited speaker a hate monger? If you want to start a club or union or group with people similar to yourself I am all for that.
However, when you need to spread and perpetuate hate to do that...its a major problem...and it becomes transparent what your
group is representing, exclusion and not inclusion. Honestly, I would not feel comfortable around this group of people...they tend
to be violent and uniformed.
Bella_Babygirl: This makes me so sad, this group is not trying
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02:03 PM on 10/10/2012
Better to have them out front and centered to know what they are up to than to have then hiding in the shadows planning
who knows what.
dcruz1122: Better to have them out front and centered to know
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Try being a Caucasian person and wanting to join a Black group, or a Latino group.
Do you think you will be welcome with open arms ?
Seriously do you really think like this ?
BeasTT: Try being a Caucasian person and wanting to join a
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I am lucky enough to attend a medical school with a diverse student population, and I have always been
welcomed everywhere on campus no matter what the group. In fact I work there as well, and have interactions
with many different types of people, from many different backgrounds everyday and have never felt out of place
as a Caucasian. But you have to put this in perspective the guy who wants this group to come to fruition
posts deplorable, hate filled rhetoric on white supremacist web sites, again I will reiterate violent, uniformed, and I
will add uneducated.
Bella_Babygirl: I am&nbsp;lucky&nbsp;enough to attend a medical school with a diverse
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I see, to the Leftists it's ok to have a Black Student Union, a Asisan Student Union, a Muslim Student Union, a Latin Student
Union, but it is wrong to have a White Student Union? Talk about hypocrites.
MrStat1: I see, to the Leftists it's ok to have a
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They can have it and guess what other race will ask to join as white students always join minority groups
sweetpatriot: They can have it and guess what other race will
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02:53 PM on 10/10/2012
if the KKK was never around, this wouldnt even be an issue! When white people get together in a group in private.. its
bad business. Stuff gets burned down, people get killed and all hell breaks loose! Google it.
shae88: if the KKK was never around, this wouldnt even be
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In which century do you live?
notalwaysfittoprint: In which century do you live?
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When white people get together concrete aqueducts that still work 2000+ years later get built, flight, man walks
on the moon, medicines, and almost every advance since gunpowder.
Stevmlller: When white people get together concrete aqueducts that still work
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I've said it before, and I'll say it again, a white student union is NOT the same as a black student union, just as a white beauty
pageant is not the same as a black beauty pageant. Changing the word “black” to the word “white” does not create the same type
of organization, despite how it may graphically appear when typed on a form. “White” hegemonic practices dominate American
culture. The point of minority organizations is to promote inclusion. The point of “white” organizations is to promote exclusion.
Minority organizations are attempts to rebel against oppression. “White” organizations are attempts to retain privilege and by their
very nature promote oppression. These are opposing agendas. Opposing objectives.
Furthermore, the notion that “whites” are somehow being deprived is delusional. It’s like saying, “I want all the cake, and I can’t
have it, so I’m being deprived,” despite the fact that you already have most of the cake. Most student unions are “white.” Most
politicians are white. Most CEOs are white.
It sickens me when I hear people blather on about “reverse discrimination” and their rights being suppressed because some
miniscule percentage of their privilege has been infringed upon. And as an educator, it saddens me to see young people who lack
the rational skills to realize that if you drop from having 100% of everything to having 90% of everything you are not being
deprived.
DocBoon: I've said it before, and I'll say it again, a
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I see no problem with the group..why not?
You seem to be the one with the issues.
Norcal2: I see no problem with the group..why not? You seem
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No he seems to be the most intelligent whaite person
sweetpatriot: No he seems to be the most intelligent whaite person
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It's funny how when we say we want to increase blank opportunities it called inclusion and when we say we want to
increase white opportunities it's called oppression.
user12121: It's funny how when we say we want to increase
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I see why you have 0 Fans!
shae88: I see why you have 0 Fans!
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I don't like it, it is divisive but if there is a Black one there can be a white if they all follow same rules
lildg: I don't like it, it is divisive but if there
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THERE IS A WHITE ONE AS THE STUDENT POPULATION IS PREDOMINATELY WHITE! American culture
is European based so, any group that is not white, is, for the most part, ignored. Open a magazine and you will see very
few minorities. Turn on your television, who dominates the screen? Whites make up 81.6% of the work force and 83.5%
of managers.They still outearn blacks and hispanics by more than 30%. GET A CLUE!
DMommmie: THERE IS A WHITE ONE AS THE STUDENT POPULATION IS
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ok and we have a black president ???? and all the incentives for all kids to get in school and there is aff action
you getting a frigin clue

lildg: ok and we have a black president ???? and all
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What about Oprah's magazine and other black magazines? What is your point? What do you want this country to
look like? Like Zimbabwe perhaps?
notalwaysfittoprint: What about Oprah's magazine and other black magazines? What is
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